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ABSTRACT 
Since the Mental Health Service Acts of 1963 and 1965, 
increasing numbers of psychiatric patients have been discharged back 
into communities for continuing treatment. Many comi~unities have 
reacted negatively to this influx of ex -patients. Since the nature of 
the public's reaction affects the establishmen t of community facilities 
as we ll as the course of ex-pati en ts' stays in the community, it is 
important for mental health professionals to better understand public 
r eac tion to menta l patient s. 
Since multiple factors influence behavior, the primary purpose 
of the present investigation was to simultaneously in vestiga te, through 
the use of a multivariate design, a varie ty of subject , situational and 
patient variables that affect people 's reactions toward mental patients. 
A second purpose wa s to develop an instrument to measure people's 
behavior toward menta l pa ti ent s. A Behavioral-Intentions measure wa s 
developed to assess people's willingness to int erac t with hospitalized 
menta l patients. In order to determine the usefulness of the 
Behavioral-Intention measure as a substi tute for subjects ' actual 
behavior, subjects' overt behavior was also recorded and the degree of 
the relationship between s~bjects' Behavioral -I ntention scores and their 
overt behavior was assessed . 
Subjects were 45 male and 45 female undergraduate students 
(Total= 90) . Subj ec ts ' attitudes to war d mental patients were assesse d 
using the semantic differential. The Behavioral-Intention measure 
consisted of eight hypothetical situations in which subjects rated 
their willingness to interact with hospitalized mental patients on a 
six-point scale. Subjects were contacted by the experi menter two 
weeks after completing the Behavioral-Intention measure and asked to 
engage in one of the activities described on the Behavioral-Intention 
meas ure. Subjects' responses were recorded on the Overt Behavior 
measure. 
The factors of subject sex and attitude toward mental 
patients, patient socio-economic st a tus and the social inti macy and 
potential disclosure of the encounter wer e analyzed using a 3 x 2 x 
2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance. The Behavioral-Intention measure was 
employed as the dependent measur e. The relationship bet wee n the 
Behavioral-Intention (BI) and Overt Behavior (OB) mea sure was assessed 
using Gamma, which indicates the probability of like ordering. 
People were significantly more willing to meet with a patient 
in situations of low intimacy as compared to situations of high inti-
macy. People with positive attitudes were significantly mor e willing 
to meet with patients as compare d to people wi th neutral or negative 
attitudes regardless of whether the meeting was to remain confidential 
or be publicized. When the meeting was to be publicized, only people 
with negative attitudes indicated significantly less willingness to 
meet with a patient as compared to when it would remain private. 
Women indicated si gn ific an tly less willingness to engage in an 
activity with patients when the activity would be publicized as co mpared 
to when it would remain confidential. Men however, showed no difference 
in th ei r willingness to interact with patients depending on the 
potential disclosure of the mee ting. No main effect sex difference 
was found. Finally, the socio-economic status of the patient did not 
influence people's willingness to interact with a patient. 
In add ition, men and women with neutral attitudes responded 
differently whe n contacted by the experimenter and asked to come in 
to meet a patient. Women, once contacted, were more likely to attend 
the meeting , wherea s men were more likely to refuse to attend. The 
Gamma co-efficient of .411 was found for the relationship between the 
BI and OB meas ures. Although considerable variance is still 
unaccounted for by this relationship, this magnitude of as sociation 
is noteworthy given the complexities of the social situation; it com-
pares favorably with other BI-OB relationships reported in the liter-
atu re an d it indic ate s that the BI measure was a reasonable dependent 
measure for this study. 
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Statement of the Problem 
In 1960, the report of the Joint Commission on Mental Health 
asserted that it was no longer acceptable to continue the heavy reliance 
on public psychiatric hospitals for the delivery of services to the 
mentally ill. The recommendations of this report, plus others, were 
translated into the Community Mental Health Service Acts of 1963 and 
1965 which were designed to transfer the delivery of services from 
psychiatric hospitals to co mmunity b a sed treatment facilities. Thus 
the new emphasis has been on reducing the census of psychiatric hospi-
tals, reducing the length of hospitalization and maintaining previously 
hospitalized patients in the community. From 1955 to 1970 the number of 
persons in public mental hospitals has decreased by 39% (Kanno, 1971). 
About 2.5 million people each year, however, are hospitalized for what 
has been labeled "mental illness" (NIMH, 1970). Patients are being 
hospitalized for shorter durations and are being discharged back into 
the communities for continuing treat ment. Problems concerning patients' 
mainten ance and re-integration into the community have emerged. Many 
communities have reacted negatively to the influx of mental patients and 
to the development of half-way houses and other partial hospitalization 
services. 
The New York Times Magazine (May 21, 1978) su mmarized so me of the 
opposition that had devel oped in the New York a rea. In 1971 r e sid e nts of 
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Flatbush organized to fight plans to establish a half-way house for 
discharged patients. After 18 days of organized protests, the New York 
State Department of Mental Hygiene abandoned the project. One pro-
tester commented, "I don't know much about mental health, but suppose 
one of our children te ase d a patient, and he we nt berserk." Similar 
reactions developed in Suffolk County on Long Island during 1972, in 
Long Beach, Long Island during 1973 and on the West Side of New York 
during 1974. 
Abstract expressions of support for the policy of de-
institutionalization rapidly evaporate whe n citizens become 
aware of plans to esta blish half-way houses or f ami ly-type 
residences in their mids t: formidable opposition coalesces 
overnight whe n a specific site is su gges ted. Fears of violence 
or sexual assault are invariably expressed, a long with anxiety 
about bizarre behavior in the neighborhood, a lowering of 
property values, no isy disruptions, destruction of property, 
panhandling, prostitution, etc. (p. 15) 
The nature of public reaction affects the establishment of com-
munity treat ment facilities, as well as the course of an individual 
patient's stay in the community. It is clearly important for mental 
health professionals and community planners to better understand public 
reaction to mental patients. Most reports of public reaction, however, 
have been documented by the popular med ia a nd h ave been predominately 
anecd otal in nature. Until very recently, professional studies have 
focused on public attitudes t owa rd the men tally ill i nstead of people's 
actual behavior whe n interacting with the mentally ill. 
The public's general . attitudes toward mental patients have been 
ex tensively investigated since the 19SO's. This body of literature can 
be divided into two groups with opposing conclusions. The first, more 
optimistic group supports the conclusion that public knowledge abo ut 
menta l ill ness has gro wn since the 19SO's an d that the publi c no longer 
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stigmatizes or rejects the mentally ill (Crocetti & Lemkau, 1963; 
Lemkau & Crocetti, 1962; Rootman & LaFave, 1966). The second, more 
pessimistic group supports the conclusion that although the public may 
have more knowledge and may accept the medical model of mental illness, 
there has been little or no impro v ement in the public's basic negative 
attitudes and patterns of rejection (Bord, 1971; Lamy, 1966; Nunnally, 
1961; Phillips, 1963, 1966, 1967; Tringo, 1970). 
Rabkin (1974, 1975) has provided a thorough and detailed review 
of this literature and has s ummarized several major conclusions. First, 
the evidence does seem to indic a te that people a re better informed about 
mental illness, and either believe, or know that it is correct to say, 
that "mental illness is an illness like any other." However, the common 
i mage of the mental pa ti ent continues to be negatively toned and ex-
mental patients are si mply not perceived with the same trust, good will, 
and restoration of the former "normal" status that is assigned to ex-
medical patients. 
Along with being held in low esteem, certain laboratory studies 
(Farina & Ring, 1965; Farina, Holland & Ring, 1966; Ring & Farina, 1969) 
have indicated that an individual who is known to have a history of psy-
chiatric hospitalization, as a result, is perceived as being more inade-
quate and inco mpetent in his beha vior than a control person. For 
example, Farina and Ring (1965) had unacquainted undergraduates work 
together on a simple motor task which required cooperation. They 
informed one member of some pairs that their partner had been in a mental 
hospital. When co -work e rs were believ ed to be mentally ill, subjects 
preferred to work alone and bl amed the other for in adequacies of perfor-
mance, in s p ite of the f a ct th a t th e re was no b eh avior to justify this 
perception. These inves ti gator s concluded that believing a person to 
be menta lly ill strongly infl uence d the perception of that individual 
and distorted it in the direction of the pejorative stereotype. 
Another consequence of being cl as sed as a psychiatric patient 
is that it seems to increase the proble ms in securing employmen t. 
Landy and Griffith (1958) and Whatley (1959) reported that employer s 
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were reluctant to hire ex - mental patient s, and that some were forced to 
acce pt wages below the standard rate for jobs they were given. 
Olshansky, Grob and Malamu d (1958) interviewed 200 employers whose 
worker s constituted 14% of the total labor force in the greater Boston 
area. One-quarter of the employers said they would not hire an ex-
mental patient. Of those employers who said they would consider hiring 
an ex-mental patient , 40% reported that they would consider such a 
person only for certain jobs which were predominately undesirable, un-
skilled jobs. Only 13% of the entire group had knowingly hired an ex-
patient in the preceding three years. More recently, Farina and Felner 
(1973) found that a history of psychiatric hospitalization led to a 
trend for fewer jobs to be offered, l es s friendly behavior on the part 
of employers and a lo we red estima te of the probability of finding a job. 
Farina, Felner an d Boudreau (1973) investigated the res ponse of 
workers to former mental pati en ts. They told employ e rs that the manage -
ment was trying a new system for predicting how well an app licant woul d 
do if hired. They aske d wor~ers to interview an applic an t who was des-
cribed as normal or as having b ee n mentally ill. For male ·workers 
interviewing a male app lic ant, the au thors found that a hi st ory of men-
tal ill ne ss produced highly nega tive re ac tions, led to ju dgments of the 
app lic an t a s l es s likely to ge t alo ng with other worker s, as having many 
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liabilities and to the recommendation that he not be hired. This study 
substantiates the research showing that ex-patients are viewed as poor 
job prospects and are less likely to be hired. It also indicates that 
if the psychiatric history of ex-patients is known when they do find a 
job, they are likely to experience difficulties with co-workers. 
This discri minatio n is a serious consequence for having under-
gone ps ychiatric tr e atmen t. A person 's self-esteem an d social status 
in our society is greatly determined by the nature of one's employment. 
If a patient cannot find a job or if the job is an undesirable one, the 
individual's standing in the co mmunity wil l lik e ly be marg inal wh ich 
will, in turn, make re-adjustment more difficult. 
The attitude a nd behavior of the returning patient's family 
also significantly affects his adjust men t in the community. Freeman 
and Simmons (1958) found that psychiatric and other medical factors were 
less important in determining patients' levels of perfor mance and length 
of stay out of the hospital than were the expectations of the relatives 
to whom the patients returned. Patients with low levels of performance 
were most tolerated in parental families where the patients occupied the 
role of child. High performance patients clustered in conjugal families 
or in non-familial residences. Liberman, Leff and Vaugh (1976) found 
that family members who were overly critical and overly in vo l ve d in 
helping discharged patients played a major role in their return to the 
hospital. Paul (1969) reviewed the literature concerning the status of 
discharged, chronic mental patients and concluded: "Thus, the pati ents' 
behavior, the d eg ree of distress imposed, an d tolerance an d support of 
significant others may all be vi ewed as i mportant to (the patients') 
co mmunity tenure" (p. 83). 
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Thus, mental patients returning to the community are faced with 
generally negative attitudes and st e reotypes as well as actual job dis-
crimination and comrnuni ty rejection. This societal reaction as well as 
the attitudes and expectations of relatives will greatly affect a 
patient's re-adjustment and his course of stay in the community. 
Societal re a ction to mental patients, howev er, is not consis-
tently negative. Farina, Tnaw, Lov ern an d Mangone (1974) aske d a non-
representative sample of residents to respond to a tape of a conversa-
tion with a patient who was described as a surgical patient or a mental 
patient. Although r esident s predicted the mentally ill patient to have 
more difficulty finding a job and preferred the sur gical patient as a 
co-worker on a job, they report e d that they would be more likely to 
invite the mentally ill patient to a ne i ghb orhood party. In addition, 
when intervie wing employees, Farina, Felner and Boudreau (1973) found 
so me workers (predominately females) who indicated that they expected 
to get along b et ter with ex- mental patients than with ordinary job 
applicants. Farina and Felner (1973) also reported anecdotal data that 
a job applicant representing himself as an ex-mental patient was offered 
a job by on e employer who th en proceeded to counsel the ap plic ant not to 
tell other employees of his psychiatric history. 
Thus, along with the negative societal a ttitudes an d rejecting 
beh av ior there is also evidence of a more positive orientation. In 
interviewing ex- mental patients, Grove and Fain (1973) reported their 
i mpre ssions that "a substantial minority of ex-patients wer e initially 
somewhat embarrasse d an d unco mfort able abo ut having been in a mental 
hospital, but that they di d not p erceive the sti gma of hos pit al iz a tion 
as hav ing had an y seriou s or l ong-r un consequence s" (p. 500). Fa rina 
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et al. (1974) concluded that the public will be in conflict when dealing 
with the mentally ill. The public will not behave in a uniformly bad 
way, perhaps because there are social values encouraging kindness and 
help in relation to those in difficulty. Some reactions will be nega-
tive, but many may be more positive than toward a normal person. 
Given that public behavior is not uniformly negative, it is very 
important to understand what factors influence the public's acceptance 
or rejection of people who have been hospitalized in psychiatric insti-
tutions. There are two me thodological problems in this area which have 
i mpeded the clarification of this issue. 
First, the literature to date has not adequately studied the 
public's actual beh av ior in rel at ion to the mentally ill. The predom-
inant focus has been on the public's attitudes. Lack of infor mation 
about the pEblic' s actual behavior toward mental patients is due both 
to the difficulty of establishing good behavioral measures and also to 
obvious ethical prohibitions against placing mental patients in situa-
tions in which they may experience rejection and discrimination. How-
ever, the necessity of assess ing behavior re mains strong. Wicker (1969) 
reviewed the literature on attitude-behavior relationships and found 
that measured attitudes were often unrelated or only slightly related 
to ove rt behavior and rarely were attitude-behavior cor re lation co-
efficients larger than .30. In other words, very infrequently did 
attitudes account for more than 10% of the variance in the overt behavior 
meas ure. It is clearly untenable to assume that people's attitudes, as 
they are t yp ic a lly measu red, strongly reflect or accurately predict their 
actual behavi or. 
Second, an d more i mport an tly, it is r e cognized that multiple 
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factors influence behavior (Ehrlich, 1969; Sample & Warland, 1973; 
Shofield, 1975; Weinstein, 1972). Wicker (1969) argued that attitudes 
should be viewed as only one of many potential influences on people's 
behavior. The inconsistent findings and controversy in this area are 
due in part to the fact that many pote ntially important var iables have 
not been controlled or syst emat ically investigated. Not all ex-mental 
patients are badly treated by everyone in every situation. The focus, 
therefore, needs to shift to the pattern of interactions between rele-
vant factors . Lamy (1966) has asked : "What are the salient aspects 
that may be inferred to underlie the judg mental pattern used in regard 
to persons who have had men tal illness" (p. 451). 
A mor e accurate repres e ntation of the problem would th eref ore 
take the fom: What t ype s of pat i ents in interaction with what t ype s 
of people in what situations will result in what degree of acceptance 
or rejection. Rabkin (1975) criticized researchers in this area for 
exc luding from consideration potentially relevant personal and situa-
tional influ ences. She concluded that systematic analysis of these 
var iables would contribute subst an tially to our understanding of 
people's behavior toward mental patient s. 
The present study was designed to in ve stigate the relative 
influence of several factors on p eo ple's willingness to interact with 
hospitalized mental patients whi le attempting to minimize the two meth -
odological problems previously discussed. The purpose of the present 
investigation wa s therefore two-fold. The first purpose was to inv e sti-
ga te simultaneously a varie ty of subject, situational and patient vari-
ab les that affec t people's b ehav ior toward men tal patients throu gh the 
use of a multi-variate design . This d es i gn permits sig nificant 
interactions among factors to be detected and interpreted. The second 
purpose was to develop a practical and effective instrument to measure 
people's behavior toward hospitalized ment al patients. 
Variables that Affect Behav ior 
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The potentially relevant variable s that affect behavior can be 
gro uped into three categorie s: (a) Subject characterist i cs, (b) Situa-
tional variables, and (c) Object characteris tics (characteristics of 
mental patients). 
Subject Character istics 
Numerou s subject characteristics have been suggested as possible 
influences on behav ior. These include attitude s toward menta l patients, 
competing attitude s and motive s, sex, age , educat ion and socio-economic 
status (SES), and nor mat ive beliefs (what subjects think they should 
do). Huch work is needed in this area to operationalize an d test the 
influence of each variable. The literature concerning subjects' atti-
tudes, sex, age and education an d SES will be reviewed. Most studies 
that have investigated these vari ables have looked a t the relationship 
between those factors an d subjects' expressed att itudes an d opinions 
about men tal illness and ment al patients. 
At tit ude s. The pub lic's a ttitudes to war d the menta lly ill have 
been summarized ear lier. The major ity of investigators in this are a 
agree that the public con tinues to hold a pejorative stereotype of mental 
illness an d views the mentally ill as unpred ict ab le, untrus t worthy and 
undesirable. As ment i one d previously, people's attitude s to ward mental 
patients have been assume d to influence their b ehavior. Although it is 
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now apparent that many other factors influence behavior as well, 
people's general attitude is still an important variable which is nec-
essary for comparison with earlier research. 
Sex. Early research on people's attitudes indicated no differ-
ence s with relation to subjects' sex. Whatley (1959) sampled 2000 
adults using social distance scales; Nunnally (1969) used the semantic 
differential to asses s the attitudes of 250 adults; an d Lamy (1966) 
assessed 158 subj ec ts' views of ex-convicts and ex-mental patients. 
All three authors reported no sex differences. 
However, more recent investigations have found sex differences 
in people's attitudes and behavior toward the mentally ill. Tringo 
(1970) investigated the hier archy of preference people held among 
various categories of disabled and stigmatized people. He reported 
that subjects' sex did not affect the relative ranked position of the 
disability groups in the hierarchy (the mentally ill were ranked the 
lo west by both males an d fe males) . However, the author did find that 
female subjects expressed a preference for relatively less social dis-
tance toward all the disability groups as compared to male subjects. 
In a series of three exper i ment s, Farina, Felner and Boudreau 
(19 73) asked employees to interview confederate job applicants who were 
described as ex-m ental patients or normals and who ac t e d either t ense 
or calm. In the first experi ment, female employees intervie wed female 
applicants in a department store . When nervous, the applicant was 
strongly and decisively rejected; but whether the applicant had a psy-
chiatric history or not made no difference. In the second experiment, 
male employ ee s of a V.A . hospital intervi ewed male confederate appl i-
cant s . Nerv ous b ehavior agai n led to r ejection but a history of mental 
-
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illness also caused strong rejection . To control for setting effects , 
a third experiment was perfo rmed . Female employees of the same V.A. 
hospital interviewed female applicant s. The results wer e the same as 
those of the first experiment : a history of hospitalization di d not 
lead to rejection but nervous behavior di d. The author s suggest that 
females are more tolerant and less rejecting of the men tally ill than 
males . 
Howeve r, it should be noted that in each study males inter-
viewed males and females interviewed females . It is possible that the 
sex of the patient is the i mportan t facto r. To investigate this pos -
sibility, Farina and Hagelaue r (1975) had female employees in a depart-
ment store interview male applicants using the same design. Once again, 
for fe male subjects , the presence of tension l e d to rejection while a 
history of psychiatric hospitalization produced n o differentia l effect. 
Unfortunately , the author s did not ask male employee s to interview 
female a pplicants. However , the authors concluded that "It seems women 
accord f ull and unreserved acceptance to ex - mental patient s in sharp 
contras t to men, wh o strongly rejected them" (p. 122). Th is tendency 
is also reflected in the finding that fe males are more empa thetic than 
male s (Hoffma n, 1977). Thus, although there are inconsistent finding s, 
the recent literature does su gge st that females are more accepting than 
male s. Espec ially since sex differences h ave been reported in many 
other area s (Macco by & J ackli n, 1974), the sex of subject s is an impor-
tan t vari able t o include in a ny investigatio n. 
Age . Subjects ' age a lso appears to be assoc iat e d with attitude s 
toward the men tally ill. Wha tley (1959) gave social dist ance scales to 
a stratified sa mple of 20 00 a dults . He divided his s ample i nt o thr e e 
-
age groups (15-35, 36-55, 55 and up) and found a significant differ-
ence among all three groups. Younger subjects indicated less rejec-
tion and a preference for less social distance. 
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Woodward (1951) intervie wed almost 4000 adu lts. He reported 
that the age breakdown on nearly all of the qu est ions showed a clear-
cut differential behveen subjects' ages, with the younger subjects 
showing uniformly more "h umanitaria n" opinions. Unfortunately, the 
data is reported only in terms of frequencies for each question. It 
was therefore i mpos sible to asses s the significance of the differences 
or the degree of the correlation. 
Freeman (1961) intervi ewed relatives of former mental patients 
and found that age was negatively correlated with " en light ene d" atti-
tudes on three scales. Although the correlations wer e significant 
(.E_ < .01), they were uniformly low(.£= -.21, .£ = -.13, and.£= .18). 
Bowen, Twemlow and Boquet (1978) found differences in views 
abo ut the etiology of menta l illness to be assoc i ate d with age . The 
older subjects believed mental illness to be biologically based, while 
the younger subjects saw the l ack of proper nurtur anc e during childhood 
as the cause. Unfortunately, once agai n only percentages were 
reported. 
Nunnally (1961) a lso investigated the influence of subjects' 
age on attitudes toward and knowledge about menta l illn es s. He 
cautioned that it is i mport ant to distinguish between people's atti-
tudes and their theoretical know led ge or beliefs. Al thou gh he found 
i mport an t differences in the kind s of infor mation hel d by young an d old 
subjects, he found that the difference s in attitude s were relatively 
s mal l. 
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Thus, although the analyses of many studies is insufficient 
and although there is some confusion between attitudes and knowledge, 
age does seem to be negatively associated with positive attitudes. 
This relationship, however, appears to be relatively weak. 
Educational level and socio-economic st a tus (SES). Subjects' 
educational level and SES will be reviewed together since education is 
included as a compone nt of SES by s ome authors. Hany of the studies 
mentioned in the previous section also investigated the relationship 
between subjects' education or SES and their attitudes. Whatley (1959) 
found that low educ a tional levels were as soci a ted with rejection and 
avoidance. Low income and low status occupations were also associated 
with rejection sc or es, although they a ccounted for s maller amounts of 
the v a ri a tion. 
Free man (1961) also found that higher educational levels were 
correlated with "enlightened" attitudes on three attitude scales. As 
with age, the correlations, although si gnificant, were quite low (.£ = 
.20, _£ = .17, £ = .10). Other vari ables often associated with SES 
(occupation, source of inco me, type of dwelling and area of residence) 
show ed no si gnific ant re l ationship, although the correlations were in 
the expected direction. Nunnally (1961) also r eported a small, but 
statisti cally si gnificant, tend ency for more e du ca ted subjects to hold 
l e ss de ro gatory a ttitudes. 
Free man and Kassenbaum (1960) administered a 16-item question-
n aire to 438 ad ults. Only si x of the si x t e en ite ms correl a ted with 
education a t the .01 p roba bility l evel. These a uthors concluded that 
opinions abo ut mental ill nes s were only sli ghtly, if at a ll, rel a t ed to 
the l eve l of forma l educa tion. Al thou gh no t conc l us ive, t hes e stud ie s 
-
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suggest that subjects' higher education levels and perhaps higher SES 
are associated with positive attitudes. This relationship, like that 
between subjects' age and attitudes, appears weak. 
Since all the potentially importan t variables cannot be 
included in any one study, only subjects' attitudes toward the men-
tally ill and subjects' sex were included as factors in the present 
investigation. Subjects' attitude was included since it has been 
assumed to influence people's behavior. Its inclusion also allowed 
for comparisons to previous studies to be made. Subjects' sex was 
included since sex differences have been found in a wide variety of 
investigations (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974) as well as in the recent 
studies in this area . 
Situational Variables 
Although numerous authors have emphasized the need to investi-
gate situational variables as they interact with other personal vari-
ables (Frideras, Warner & Albrecht, 1971; Rabkin, 1975; Wicke r, 1969), 
there have been few investigations into the influ ence of situational 
variables on people's behavior to ward menta l patients. These investi-
gations typic ally study the influence of the institution or setting on 
the behavior an d attitudes of mental health professionals (Cohen & 
Struening, 1962; Gilbert & Levinson, 1957). However, there are no 
studies concerning the general public's behavior toward ex-mental 
patients under various situational conditions. 
In other a reas, the most common factors that h ave been investi-
gate d or assu med i mportan t are socia l distance (d egree of the social 
inti macy of the int e raction ), disclosure (whether the i n t e r a ction wil l 
-
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re main private or be publicized), actual presence of others, alterna-
tive behaviors available and unforeseen extraneous events. 
Several studies investigating racial attitudes have suggested 
that both the level of social dist anc e and the level of disclosure 
affect people's behavior. Linn (1965) exam ined the relationship 
between racial attitudes and overt behavior by asking subjects to pose 
for a photograph with a bl ack person of the opposite sex. Four weeks 
before the picture-taking session, the a uthor had asked subjects 
whether or not they would allow an interracial photo to be taken if it 
wer e to be used for a var iety of purposes (disclosure). At the s ame 
time, subjects we re ask ed whether or not they would interact with a 
black person in a variety of situations (levels of social distance). 
Unfortunately, the a uthor called these meas ur es att itude scales and 
combined the two scores. In addi tion, the results were reported in 
terms of percentage of subjects showing attitude-behavior discrep-
a ncies. Therefore, although the t wo situational conditions are similar 
to those proposed for the present study, the design and analyses are 
such that their differential influence on behavior is not discernible. 
Warner and DeFleur (1969) a lso looked at the influ e nce of atti-
tude, social distance and disclosure on beh av ior to wa rd black people. 
Subjects (whos e at titud e s had been previously assesse d) were mailed a 
l et ter asking them to engage in behaviors which eith e r allowed th em to 
maintain status superiority over blacks (e.g., tell them about college 
life) or behavior th a t involved a reduct ion of social s t atus differ en ces 
between bl ack s and wh ites (e.g., go ing on a date). All subjects were 
aske d to sign a pledge to eng a ge in the described act i vi ty or to indi-
cate the ir refusal. In a dditio n, e ac h let te r in dicated that the pledge 
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action would either be published or kept confidential. Unfortunately, 
only 23% of the sample returned the letters. However, the available 
data suggested that low prejudice subject s tended to behave consis-
tently ( comply) when their behaviors were anonymous, while high pre-
judice subjects t ended to behave consistently (refuse) when their 
behaviors were public . Under the public condition, but not under the 
private condition, low prejud i ce subjects tended to behave consis-
tently ( comply) when the behaviors maintained status differences, 
while high prejudice subjects tended to behave consistently (refuse) 
when the behaviors reduced soci a l differences . 
Green (1967) also asked subjects to pose for photographs as 
well as assessing their attitudes. He distributed sketches of the 
proposed composition of the photos indicating either an all whi te or 
an interracial couple and representing four levels of intimacy (social 
distance). He asked for signed releases for each picture which indi-
cated different potential uses (disclosure). The analysis indicated 
that (a) subjects with moderately favorable attitudes were more willing 
to be photographed with a black person than were those with moderately 
unf avorable attitudes (.E_ < .01), (b) subjects were less willing to pose 
for the photogr aphs portraying a high degree of intimacy with blacks, 
and (c) this effect of degr e e of intimacy was slight when the photograph 
was to have r estricted circulation, but was strong when people would 
see it (.E_ < .01). 
Green's study therefore indicated that not only a re the two 
factors of social distance and disclosure i mportant, but also that these 
two f a ctors show signific ant int e ractions . In addition , in the litera-
ture on public a ttitud es to ward the me ntally ill, social dist ance 
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scales, as developed by Whatley (1959), have been used extensively to 
asses s the degree of rejection expresse d by respondents (Bord, 1971; 
Phillips, 1966, 1967). These studies indicated that as the level of 
inti macy of the social situation incre ases, people's verbal rejection 
of the ment ally ill als o incr ea ses. 
These studies, as well as the racial studies cited previously, 
su gge sted that the l evel of social distance of the i n t era ction 
influences people's behavior and should be inv estigated further. In 
addition, the racial studies, especially that of Green (1967), sug-
ge sted that the condition of the discl osur e of the interaction also 
influ ence s people's behavior and may interact with social distance. 
Therefore, these two variables were included in the present 
investig a tion. 
Characteristics of Mental Patients 
Auth ors such as Rabkin (1975) have su gge sted many patient 
characteristics that may in fluence the public's b ehavior. However, 
there has been comparatively little syste matic investigation of these 
variables , and the st udies th a t ar e ava il able rely almos t exclusively 
on attitude meas ur es as the dep ende nt meas ure. The characteristics of 
mental patients that have been su gges ted to influ ence the public's 
behavior are patient s' socio -e conomic status, age , s ex , and the visi-
bility, unpredictability and violence of their sy mpto matic behavior. 
Pa tient sy mpto matology. Unpredictability is a charac teristic 
which seems to be at tribut e d s t ere ot yp ic ally to mental pati en ts (Bord, 
1971; Nunnally, 1961; Wilkins, 1977). The public tends to reject dis-
turbed beh avio r that is socially visib le, eve n if it is not sever e in 
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terms of its incapacitating effects on the patient (L emkau & Crocetti, 
1962; Phillips, 1964). In addition , the more socially threat ening 
the behavior, the greater the expresse d social rejection (Blizard, 
1970). In fa ct, Mani s, Houts and Blake (1963) found that psychia-
trists, as well as the general public, were more influenced by the 
social visibility of symptoms than by their severity. 
Patient sex. There is some evidence that the sex of the 
patient also influences people's reactions. Chesler (1972) argued 
that women are more easily labeled as mentally ill because the tradi-
tional female role behaviors of help-s e eking and distress-reporting 
lead more naturally to patient roles. In addition , she argued that 
the double or masculine standard of mental health used by most clini-
cians allows for great overlap between traditional feminine-role-
behavior and sick-role-behavior. However, although women may be mor e 
easily defined as mentally ill, women also seem to be tolerated in the 
co mmunity more than males who exhibit similar sick-role-behaviors. 
Linsky (1970) developed an "exclusion index" to assess commu-
nity rejection of deviants. Thi s index utilized the ratio of involun-
tary to voluntary co mmit ments with high ratios of involunt a ry commit-
ment s indicating high rejection or low community tolerance . He 
a ssessed over 1000 first ad missions to three state psychiatric hospi -
tals and found that males were more likely to be excluded than fe males . 
Similarily, in a community survey, Phillips (1964) found res-
pond ents more ready to reject ma les th a n fe males for e xhibiting 
co mpar able behavior sympto matic of menta l illness. He concluded that 
it a ppears to be more acc ept able in our culture for women to be ill and 
to ha ve p r obl ems, while men, on the ot h e r h a nd , a re e xp ec t e d to e xe rt 
mor e self-control, to be less expressive and more active in coping 
with the environment. 
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Patient socio-economic status (SES). There is also evidence 
that patients' social class (which includes, depending on the study, 
patients' educational level, income, and /or occupation) influences 
people's reactions to them. Hollingshead an d Redlich (1958) found 
differences in where, how and how long patients in different social 
classes were treated by psychiatrists. For instance, they found that 
insight psychotherapy was applied in disproportionately high degrees 
to higher stat us n e urotic patients. Although only a small proportion 
of schizophrenic patients received psychotherapy, patients from the 
highest socio-economic cl as s received it twice as frequently as 
patient s from the lo west socio-economic class. Schaffer and Meye rs' 
(1954) investigation of an outpatient clinic supported Hollingshead 
and Redlich' s finding that what happens therapeutically to a person 
who bec ame a patient is, to a significant degree, a function of his 
social class position. The higher the patient's SES, the greater were 
his or her chances of being accepte d for psychotherapy and of being 
as signed to a relatively experienced therapis t. Thus patient SES se ems 
to influence mental health professionals' behavior, at le ast in terms 
of treatment reco mmendati on s. 
In addition, Bord (1971) used a social distance scale to asses s 
the influence of patients' behavior, social status (occupational pres-
tige) an d help-source . He ex pected an inverse r e lationship between 
social cl a ss an d people 's re j ec ti on . Although this relationship did 
appea r, it was quite s mall. However, when the author analyzed subjects' 
response s to threatening behavio r only , he found tha t re l at ive to the 
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high status deviant, the lower status deviant was rejected signifi-
cantly more severely. Linsky (1970), using the exclusion index men-
tioned earlier, also found that persons from the lowest socio-economic 
level (those with 0-6 and 7-8 years of schooling) were more likely to 
be excluded from the commu~ity. 
Thus, previous investigations have suggested that patients' 
sympto matic beh avior, sex an d SES may all influence people's behavior 
toward them. Although all these factors require investigation, patient 
SES was chosen for inclusion in the present study, since the strongest 
evidence to date for this factor's influ e nce has been obtained pri-
mar ily from studies involving psychiatrists and other mental health 
professionals. It is important in addition, to determine if the 
genera l public is similarly affected. 
The factors that were included in this study wer e subjects' 
attitudes toward men tal patients, subjects' sex, level of social dis-
tance of the interaction, disclosure of the interaction an d patient 
SES. 
Behavioral Assessment 
Wicker's 1969 summary article demonstrated that experimental 
evidence does not support the a ssu mption that p e ople's a ttitud e s per-
fec tly reflect or acc ur a tely predict their behavior. P a rtly in response 
to Wicker's article, investigators have made greater attempts to gather 
more direct information about people's actua l behavior. Where feasible, 
such a s for voting behavior (S ample & Warland, 1973) or church atte n-
dance (Wi cke r, 1971), records o r direct observations a re becoming much 
more co mmonly emplo ye d. Howe ver , the direct observa tion and meas u reme nt 
of complex social interactions is extremely difficult and many prac-
tical and statistical problems are encountered. 
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First, the presence of an observer is quite likely to influence 
subjects ' behavior, either because of demand characteristics or be-
cause of inhibition (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Mercatoris & Craighead, 
1974; Roberts & Renzaglia, 1965). Secondly, observers' awareness of 
expected findings oft en results in bi a sed observational data (Rosen-
thal, 1966; Rosenthal , Fried man, Johnson, Fode, Shill, White & Vikan-
Kline, 1964). Also, observers' familiarity with subjects, their 
awarenes s that a reliability check is being carried out and the com-
plexity of factors observed all greatly influence the reliability of 
observational data (Kent & Foster, 1977). Further, Heberlein and Black 
(1976) have a rgued that many studies use ex peri mental procedures that 
provoke the behavior through direct intervention or even solicitation 
by the experimente r. In addition, direct observational measurement 
poses many practical difficulties. Unless the behavior is restricted 
to a specific, stable physical setting, measurement is virtually 
impossible. It is also extremely difficult to identify and control all 
the factors that may be influencing the behavior in question. The time 
and cost required by observational measurement of social behavior in 
naturalistic settin gs is also prohibitive. Finally , many studies of 
social behavior asses s people's reactions in terms of overt acceptance 
or avoidance . The dichoto mous nature of the data, especially if used 
in a multivariate design, greatly weakens statistical power. Few stan-
dardized situations have been developed that enable inv es tig a tors to 
quantify , on a graduated continuum, the acceptance-avoidance behavior to 
subjects while other conditions an d factor s ar e consistently controlled . 
Therefore, due to the statistical, practical and ethical 
restrictions of direct, overt behavior meas ure ment, investigators 
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have attempted to develop alternative procedures that still provide 
information abou t people's actual behavior. Several investigators of 
social int eract ions (DeFleur & Westie, 1958; Linn, 1965; Warne r & 
DeFleur, 1969) have aske d subjects to indicate their willingness to 
engage in various activities by signing an agreemen t or commitme nt 
statement or by rating their intentions on a scale of comparison. In 
a review article, Fishbein and Ajzen (1972) defined this type of 
measure as a Behaviora l Intention mea sure an d recommended that this 
term be used "when the measure employed can be interpreted as placing 
the subject along a subjective probability dimension involving a rela-
tion betw ee n himself an d so me a ction" (p. 495). In other word s, when 
a subject indic ate s his intentions or willingness to personally engage 
in a specific behavior (in relation to an attitude object), the concept 
of behavioral-intention should be used. 
The theory proposed by Ajzen and Fishbein (1970, 1972, 1973) 
contends that behavioral-intentions ( and corresponding overt behavior) 
are a function of the weighted sum of two components: attitude toward 
the act an d normative beliefs. What is of particular i mport an ce for 
this discussio n is that it is as su med that b ehaviora l intentions are 
high ly predictive of ac tual behavio r. In their 1973 article, these 
authors rev iewed the relationship between beh aviora l-intentions and 
overt b ehavior examine d in seven studie s ( although two of these ob-
tained only a self-r eport measu re for the overt beh avior score ). 
Four of these studies (Aj ze n, 1971; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1970; 
Fishbe in, Ajzen , Land y & Anderso n, 1970 ; Hornik , 1970 ) dea lt with 
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Prisoner's Dil emma or other game -t a sk situati ons. Correl a ti on s be-
t ween intended gam e behavior a nd actual game b ehavior were as follows: 
Fishbein et al. (1970) 
Connnun i cat ion behavior 
Compliance behavior 
Aj ze n & Fishbe in (1970) 
Ajzen (1971) 
Hornik (19 70) 






Fishbein (19 6 6) investigated undergradua t e s' int entions to 
engage in premari tal sexu al inte r cour se. Subjects rated both their 
gene ral int en ti on s to engag e in premarital intercourse an d their 
sp eci f ic intentions to engage in i nterco u rs e duri n g the seme ster. The 
behavioral criterion wa s a s e lf-r epor t taken a t the e nd of the se mes-
ter. The genera l intention to engag e in premarital intercourse a nd 
self- rep orted behavior correl ate d .564 (.E_ < .05) for female subjects 
and .174 (ns) for male subjects. The more specific intentional mea sure 
correl a ted so mewha t higher with beh av ior: .676 (.E_ < .01) for f emale s 
and .394 (ns) for mal es . 
Darrouc h (1971) i nvestig ated subje c ts' specif ic behavioral 
inten ti ons to pos e with bl a ck an d whi te confed erat es an d su bjects' 
subsequen t agreemen t to h ave these ph otos released . Correl a tions be-
t wee n the number of releases signed and b eh av ioral-inte nt ions varied 
from . 262 to .584 for the different pictures take n, wit h an ave r ag e of 
. 4 61 (.E_ < .01). 
DeVri e s a nd Aj ze n (1971) studied student s' cheating behavior 
in college . The corre l ations be t wee n sub j ect s' int en ti on s an d 
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self-reported behavior was .593 (.E_ < .01) for cheating in college, 
.583 (.E_ < .01) for copying from others and .781 (.E_ < .01) for allowing 
others to copy from them. 
Two other studies have used behavio ral-intention mea sures and 
determined their relatio ns hip to an over t behavior mea sure. Schwartz 
an d Te ssle r (1972) asses sed subjects' int ent i on s in rel a tion to medi-
cal transpl ant donation s an d three month s later asked subjects to j o in 
a pool of potential bone marr ow donors. The corre lation between these 
two measure s was .375. 
Final ly, Fendrich (1967) assesse d sub j ec ts' commi t men t to 
engage in variou s activ iti e s with blacks (it ems varied as to the extent 
of persona l in volvemen t in int errac i al act i v iti e s) an d l ate r asses sed 
their participation an d further interest in discussion group s led by 
NAACP representatives. The au thor als o var i ed whethe r subjects we re 
l e d to believe they wer e participating in an exper i ment or a "real-
li f e" situation. In the experi menta l cond ition, the commit men t-overt 
behavior relationship (as measured by Gamma) was low and non-significant 
( .18). Howeve r, in the " rea l -lif e" cond iti on this relat i onsh ip wa s 
pos itive (. 72) and signific a nt (.E_ < • 01). 
Thus, p resenti ng the behavioral-intention meas ure a s a real-
li fe , actua l commitment seem s to increase it s usefu lness a s a behav ior 
meas u r e. To mak e th e behavioral-intention meas ure refle ct a more rea l 
commitment, certain investigators have aske d sub jects to si gn their 
in dication s of commitmen t. DeFle ur an d Westie (1958) have pointe d out: 
"In American society , the affix i ng of one 's signature to a docume nt is 
a particular ly significant ac t. The signing of checks , con tracts, 
agreement s, an d the like is clear ly understood to indicate a bind i ng 
obligation on the part of the signer to abide by the provisions of 
the docu ment" (p. 670). 
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The major contribution of these studies is that they provide 
evidence that b eh avioral-intenti on mea sures can in fact be good pre-
dictors of actual b ehavior. Many studies a uto matically a ssume a high 
b ehavior a l-intention/overt beh a vior correlation. However, Ajzen and 
Fishb e in (1973) caut ioned th a t se v eral f a ctors influ e nce the degree 
of correlation b e t we en these two measures. First, the longer the time 
interval bet ween the me a sur ement of the behavioral-intention and the 
obser vation of the ove rt b eh avior, the lower the p rob able correlation. 
A second i mportant f actor relates to the de g ree of similarity 
be t we en the hyp othetical si tua tion mea su r ed by the behavioral-intention 
s c ale a nd the actual real-li f e sit ua ti on. Whe n a s e ries of hypothet-
ical situations are rated according to subjects' ex pressed degree of 
willingn e ss to interact, subj e cts can later be asked to participate in 
one or more real-life situ a ti ons parall e lling the previously presented 
hypothetical situation, so th a t their a ctual behavior may be assessed. 
The correlation bet we en the b eh av ioral-int ention me a sure a nd the overt 
b eh avior mea sure will incre as e ac cording to the d e gree of si milarity 
bet we en the h y pothetical situ a tion ( as sessed by the behavioral-intention 
mea su r e) an d t h e ac tu a l situ a tion in whi ch subjects p a rticip a ted. The 
corre la tion b e t wee n the overt b e havior ass ess ment and t he corresponding 
behavioral-intention score will therefore provide an indication of the 
ap pr opri a ten e ss of using b eh av ioral- in t en tion me asu res a s s ubstitutes 
for meas ur emen ts of a ctual b eha vior. In an y ca se, any inv e sti ga tion 
th a t use s a b eh av i ora l-in ten t io n meas ure should a tte mpt to obt a in an 
ove rt behav i o r measur e t o suppor t it, a t lea st un til f urthe r resea r ch 
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establishes their relationship over a broader range of condition s. 
Behavioral-intention mea sures therefore reflect self-reported 
willingness to engage in specific, described activitie s or inter-
actions . This type of measure is not only a go od predictor or indi-
cator of actual behavior but it also allows for a series of related 
conditions or situations to be described so that sub jects can indicate 
their relati ve willingness to participate in each presented situation . 
It is important to note that this type of format is ideally 
suited for simultaneous investigation of several relevant factors that 
are assume d to influ enc e people 's behavior and for assessing the 
interactions among factors . For example, two variables each with two 
dichotomous levels can be combined to mak e up four different situa-
tions. All four combinations can then be presented, so that each sub -
ject can indicate his or her willingness to engage in each situation. 
The purpose of the present investigation was two-fold. The 
first purpose was to use a multi-variate design to simultaneously 
investigate a variety of subject, situational and patient variables 
that affect people's behavior toward mental patients. This des i gn 
permitted signific an t interactions among factors to be detected and 
interpreted. The second purpose was to develop a practical and effec-
tive instru ment to measur e people 's behavior toward men tal patients . 
The practical and statistical problems of direct behavioral measuremen t 
have been reviewed previously. There are also ethica l prohibitions 
against placing mental patients in situations wher e they may be 
rejected . Thus a behavioral-intention measur e was developed to asses s 
subjects' willingness to interac t with hospitalized men tal patients . 
Th is b ehavioral-int en tion measu re, wit h an int e rval six-point scale, 
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also allows for a d e sign of greate r statistical powe r. In addition, 
an assessment of subjects' overt behavior was als o attempted. 
Specifically, this study investigated people's willingness to 
interact with hospitalized menta l pa ti ent s as affected by two subject 
characteristics, two situational characteristics and one patient 
characteristic. The subject characteristics chosen for investigation 
were s ubjects' s ex and their attitudes to wa rd mental patient s. The 
situational variables were social distance (high an d low level of 
intimacy) and disclosure (whether the interaction would rema in private 
an d confiden tial or wh e ther it wou ld be publicized). The patient 
charact e ristic was the report e d socio-economic status of the hospi-
talized mental patien t (upper or lo we r clas s). 
Subjects' wil lin gness to inter a ct with hospitalize d men tal 
patients we re assessed using a behavioral-intention meas ure. The t wo 
situational factors and the patient factor ( eac h with two l eve ls) were 
co mbined so that subjects were presen t e d with eigh t hypothetical situ-
ations to be rated on the b ehav ioral-intention mea sure. The 
behavioral-intention mea sure was pres ented as a commit men t on th e part 
of subj e cts to engag e in so me of the specified int e ractions wi th hos-
pitalized patients in the near future. To ass e ss the relationship 
betw ee n the b e h aviora l- intention mea sure and subjects ' actua l beh av ior, 
subjects we re invited back, supposedly to e n gag e in one of the inter-
actions sp e cified in the behavioral-intention measu re. 
The p r ese nt study wa s desi gne d to t es t the following pre-
dictions: 
1. Subjects who are class i f i e d as having more positive at ti-
tudes towar d hospitaliz e d menta l pati e nts on th e b a si s of t he ir score s 
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on the semantic differential will indicate greater will ingness to 
interact with menta l patients, as a ssessed by a behavioral-intention 
meas ure, than will subjects who express negative or neutral attitudes. 
Simil a rly, subjects expressing neutral attitudes will indic at e greater 
willingness to interact with hospitalized menta l patients than will 
subjects expressing negative attitudes. 
2. Female subjects will expres s greater willingness to inter-
act with hospitalized mental patients, as assessed by a behavioral-
intention mea sure, than will male subjects. 
3. Subjects will indicate greater willingness to interact 
with hospitalized mental patients, as assessed by a behavioral-
intenti on meas ure, in hypothetical situations describing interactions 
of low inti mac y as co mpared to hypothetica l situations describing 
interactions of high inti macy . 
4. Subjects will indicate greater willingness to interact 
with hospitalized men tal patients, as asse ssed by a behavioral-
intention meas ure, whe n the hypothetical interactions are described as 
confidential as compared to when the hypothetical interactions are 
described a s being potentially publicized . 
5. Subjects will indicate greater willingness to interact with 
hospitalized ment al patients , as as se sse d by a behavioral-intention 
mea sure, when the patients are described a s having an upper socio-
economic status as compared to when they are described as having low 
socio - economic status. 
In addi tion, the following predictions concerning the relation-
ship between sub j ects ' expresse d willingnes s to interact with hospi-
t alize d men tal p a ti en ts (behaviora l-int ent ion score) an d their over t 
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behavior (overt behavior score) were also tested: 
1. There will be a positive, significant relationship between 
subjects' total behavioral-intention score (TBI-each subject's 
behavioral-intention score su mmed across all eight hypothetical situ-
ations) and subjects' overt beha v ior score, as measured by Gamma. 
2. There will be a positive, significant relationship between 
sub j ects' specific behavioral-int ention score (SBI-each subject's 
behavioral-intention score for the situation described by the experi-
menter over the phone) and subjects' overt behavior score, as measure d 
by Gamma. 
3. There will be a positive, significant relationship between 
subjects' attitude score ( as assessed by the se mantic differential) 
and their overt behavior score . 
HETHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects were 45 male and 45 f emale undergr a duate students 
attending the University of Rhode Island (Total= 90). All subjects 
were volunte e rs and recei v ed neither payment nor credit for their 
particip a tion. Subjects filled out a qu e stionnaire during re gular 
cl a ss time. All subj e cts we re st ude nts t aking lo wer division, intro-
ductory courses in Sociolo gy, Bot an y or Che mistry. Th e se courses were 
chos en b e c aus e they are typic a lly u sed to fill a r e a r e quir eme nts and 
were therefore a tt e nded by many no n - majors. This wa s done so a s to 
avoid the potential bias of having a high percent a ge of Psychology 
majors in the s ample, since students pl a nning a career in Psychology 
might sho w more willingness to interact with hospitalized mental 
patients. 
The av er a ge a ge of the 90 s ubjects was 19.2 y e a rs, with a range 
of 18-25. Th e av erage ag e of male subjects was 19.4 a nd the aver a ge 
ag e of f emale subjects was 18.9. Seve nty-four per ce nt of the subjects 
were 18 or 19 ye a rs old. Alt h ou gh a ll four coll eg e grade s we re re pre-
sented in the s ample, fresh men co mprised 71% of the s a mple and sopho-
mores comprised 13%. Subjects indicated a wide variety of declared or 
i n t e nd e d maj or s with the fo ll owin g b r eakdown : Coll ege of Arts a nd 
Sc i e nce: B. A.--16, B.S.--17; Coll eg e of Re source Deve l op me nt: 16; 
Co ll eg e of Engin e er i ng : 6; Coll eg e o f Home Economic s: 7; Coll eg e of 
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Nursing : 3; College of Pharmacy: 17; No major declared: 8. Only 
five subjects indicated Psychology as their major . 
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Thus, subjects were, for the most part, relatively new member s 
of the university community who we re planning to pursue a wide variety 
of careers. 
Instruments 
Se man tic differential. The se mantic differential has bee n 
used to meas ure attitudes toward many groups of people (Jaffee, 1967; 
Osgood, Suci & Tannenba um, 1957; Snider, 1962) as we ll as mental 
patients (Nunnally, 1961; Olmstead & Durham, 1975; Wilkins, 1977). 
Osgood, Suci an d Tannenbaum (1957) maintained that the semantic 
differential can provide a b asis for the quantitative inde xing of 
attitudes. They reported that the Evaluative scale accounts for 
approximately three-fourths of the common (extracted) variance and 
approxi mately 50% of the total variance . It is the evaluative dimen-
sion which most clearly reflects attitudes and Evaluative scales are 
often used as a general measure of attitude . These authors state: 
"To index att itude we would use sets of scales which have high loadings 
on the Evaluative factor" (p. 191) . 
Wides pread use of the se man tic differential indicates that it 
is a reli ab le an d vali d mea ns of as sessing attitudes . Osgood, Suci and 
Tannenbaum (1957) reported test-retest reliability of .85 for 40 items 
that were repeated a t the end of a 1000 item sem an tic differential 
questionn a ire. In a separate study, these au thors ask ed 50 sub je ct s to 
rate three concep ts using five evaluative sub-scales. Two week s later 
subjects agai n took th e same t e st. The a uthors reporte d tes t- retes t 
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c oe ff ici ents of .8 3, . 87 a nd . 91 for the t h r e e concepts. Test-r e t e st 
reliability was also reported b y Tann e nb a um (1953) using a s ema ntic 
diff e rential consisting of six concepts with six ev aluative scales on 
two s e parate occ a sions s epa r a t e d by f i v e we eks . The t e st - retest co-
effici e nts r a n ge d from .83 to .93 with a mea n coefficient of .91. 
Os good, Suci and Tann enba um (1957) contend that the evalu a tive 
d ime n si on of t h e s ema ntic dif ferent i a l di s pl ay s r easo n able fac e - va lidity 
as a mea sure of attitude since t he re is a p e r v asi v e ev aluative factor 
in hu man jud gment of ot h ers. In ad dition, th e se a uthors co mpared 
sema ntic di f f ere ntial eva l ua t iv e sca l e s with Thu r s ton e attitude sca les. 
Product -m oment corr e l a tions for v arious con ce pts ran g ed be t ween .74 
and .81 a nd all corr e lations we r e sig nif ica nt (.E_ < .01). An un p l a nned 
compa ri so n b e t wee n th ree eva l uat i ve sema ntic d i ffere ntial s ca l e s an d a 
Gutt man-type sc a le was also r ep ort e d b y t he se authors. The rank or der 
correla t ion b e t wee n these t wo instru ments was si gnificant (rho= . 78; 
_E_ < . 01) . Os good, Suci and Tan n enba um (1957) conclud e d th a t th e se 
studies " support the notion th a t the Eva luative factor of the s emantic 
diff e rential is an ind ex of a ttit u de" (p. 194). 
For the pr e s ent inve sti ga ti on, the conce pts "Hosp itali zed 
Mental Pati ent" and "Ins ane Per son" were e ach rat e d on the follo wing 
f i v e Eva l ua ti ve sca l e s: g ood - b a d, pl easa nt-u np l eas ant, va l u able-
wort h l e ss, k ind- c ru e l, r e l axe d- t ense. 
In a ddition, subj e cts r ate d six other conc e pts (using the s ame 
f ive Eva lu a ti v e sc al e s): "Ph ys i c i an," "T eac her," " Ru ss i a n," "Canad i a n," 
"Cri minal" and " Re t ar d e d P erso n . " Only t h e t wo c once pts of "Hos pi-
t a li ze d Men ta l Pa ti ent " and "In sa n e Perso n" we re u se d in the prese nt 
s t udy bu t t h ey were embedded among t he o t he r co n cepts in orde r to 
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decrease the demand characteristics of the t esting situ a tion. 
Following Osgood, Suci an d Tannenbaum (1957), only Evaluative 
scales were used since these scales provide the most accurate index 
of attitudes. The first four scales ment ioned have loadin gs on the 
Evaluative scale of . 75 or bet te r an d th e se fou r scales a re "purely" 
evaluative in the s ens e that the extracted variance is al most entirely 
on the Evaluat i v e s ca le. The " relaxed - tens e" scale is still c le ar ly 
an Evaluative s ca le (loading= .55) but there is some pos itive, 
althou gh small, loading on the Pot en cy sc a le as well (loading= .12). 
The notion of a continuum betwee n the polar adjec tiv es was 
made exp licit by placing adverb s b enea th each position on the se ven-
po int rating scale. In order to gua rd aga inst response set, the 
polarity of the s ca l e s was random i ze d so th a t the pos iti ve pol e s did 
not a l way s ap pear at one en d of the scale. For purposes of scoring 
consistency, the score of one was ass i gne d to all "n egat ive" poles of 
th e scale (i.e., bad, unple asan t, wort hl es s, cruel an d tense ) an d the 
score of s even was ass i gne d to all "positive" poles (i.e., good, 
pleas ant, valuable, kind an d re l axe d). Individual subject 's a ttitude 
scores were computed by combining the scores fo r both of the concep ts 
(s lil~med acro ss all five scales fo r each of the concepts). Attitude 
score s therefore cou ld r ang e between 10 (n egat i ve ) and 70 (pos iti ve ). 
See Appendix A for an exampl e of the question naire that 
includes the s emantic differential, 
Behaviora l-i nten tion measure (BI). The behav i ora l-i ntenti on 
measure consisted of ei ght hypothetical situations involving contact 
wi th hospita li zed mental p a t ient s in whi ch subje ct s rated their degre e 
of willingn e ss t o i nterac t wi th hosp it a lized ment a l patients in th e 
described situations on a six-point scale. Following Warner and 
DeFleur (1969) subjects were also asked to sign each pledge in order 
to increase their sense of connnit ment to participate. 
The two levels of social distance (high and low intimacy), 
the two levels of disclosure (pri va te and public) and the two levels 
of pa tient socio-economic status (upper an d lo wer) were combined to 
produce the eigh t hypothetical situations . The factors of social 
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dist ance, disclosure and patient socio-economic status were operation-
alized as follows: 
A. Social Distance 
Low Inti macy: 
I will mee t with the p a ti ent, an d a psychology graduate 
student als o interested in this project , in a room on 
campus to talk abo ut what it is like to be a student 
and to attend the University of Rhode Island . 
High Intimacy: 
I will meet with the patient in a restaurant to talk 
about the patient's experiences in the hospital and 




I understand that my name and experience will be kept 
confidential. 
Public: 
I understand that I may be interviewed by a reporter 
from the Providence Bulletin concerning my experience s 
and agree to allow my name to be published in the sub -
sequent ar ticle. 
C. Pati ent Socio-Ec onomi c Status ( SES) 
Upper SES : 
Tne patien t is from a well-to-do f ami ly an d is presen tly 
st ay ing in a private, psychiatric hospital . 
Lowe r SES: 
The patient is from a rat he r poor family an d is 
presently staying in a public, state-run psychiatric 
hospital. 
The score of one was ass i gne d to the "e x tr eme ly unwilling" 
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pole and the s co re of six was assigned to the "e x tre mely willing" pole. 
To control for order effects, four forms of the behavioral-intention 
measu re were administere d. The orde r of the eigh t situations wa s dif-
ferent on each form . 
Se e Appendix A for an example of the questionnaire that 
includes the behavioral-intention me a sure . 
Overt b ehav ior meas ure (OB). I n order to determine the use-
fulness of the behavioral-intention measure a s a substitute fo r overt, 
observe d behavior, subjects were contac t ed and aske d to come in to 
participate in one of the activities de sc r ibed on the BI measure. If 
s ub jects agreed , they wer e given an appoin t men t time. When they 
arrived, the expe ri men ter als o offered to give subjects information 
concerning volunteer programs in ne ar -by men tal institutions. Thus, 
subjects' overt b ehavio r, in terms of their wi llin gnes s to interact 
wit h hospitalized menta l patient s, wa s divided into fou r categorie s. 
The levels of overt behavior were accor ded a score of one through four 
a s follows: 
1 Refusa l over the phone to participa te in activ ity. 
2 Acceptance ove r the phone to participate but failure to 
appea r a t appo int ment for activity. 
3 Pre s ence at appointmen t for activi t y but failure to take 
information concernin g voluntee r program s. 
4 Presence at appoint men t for activity , plus subject takes 
voluntee r infor matio n. 
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Procedure 
The experimenter introduced herself to the undergraduate 
classes and explained that all participation was totally voluntary. 
She th e n passed out the questi onnair e containing the semantic differ-
ential and the b eha vioral-int entio n mea sure an d said: 
I wo uld like you to help me in two ways today, First, I am 
inter e sted in wha t people think and feel about certain kinds 
or cl as ses of people. I wo uld like you to indic a te your 
feelings on the first questionnaire . 
The experi menter gave the instructi on s for the use of the semantic 
differential a nd wa ited for all student s to co mplete it. Then she 
said: 
Presently, I am consulting with several psychi a tric hospitals 
throughout the state and I am working with hospitalized men tal 
p at i en ts as they pr epa re f or dis ch a rge. I am int e rested in 
ge tting an id ea of how ava il able students wo uld be to mee t and 
t al k with men tal p a tients . The second questionn a ire that I 
have here describes several situations or circu ms tances and I 
wou ld like you to indicate your willingness to meet with 
patients in each of these situations. All of the mee tings 
will take only about one hour of your ti me, Let me emphas ize 
that I really am inter es ted in setting up some of these 
meetings a nd will try to mat ch people's preferences, as you 
indicate them here, with a pool of patients who have indicated 
their interest in such a meeting . All of these patients are 
ab out your age. 
The experimente r ga ve the instructions for the use of the behavioral-
intention mea sure and waited for a ll students to co mplete it. As the 
questionnaire wa s bei ng collected , she closed by saying: 
I will use the infor mation I' v e co llected here to f ind out the 
type of situation that most people seem to be interested in. 
Then I will be calling some of you individually to describe 
the situ a tion that has been arranged to see if you are still 
inter es ted and avail able. Th ank you for your ti me. 
Four hundre d t we nty-seven qu es tionn a ires we re initially col-
l ecte d. One h undre d thirt ee n of th ese ha d to be discarded . Of th es e 
113, 86 q ues tionnai res we re dis carde d b ecaus e th ey lacked eithe r n ame 
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or phone number. Since the overt behavior mea sure required a follow-
up phone call, these subjects could not be used in the present study. 
Twenty-five questionnaires were discarded because items were skipped 
or incorrectly filled out. Finally, two questionnaires wer e discarded 
because th ey had been incorrectly assem bled by the experimenter. 
The re maining 314 questionnaires were then rank ordered 
according to the att itude score on the s ema ntic differential a nd 
divided into three approximately equa l g roups. The negative attitude 
group had scores ranging between 15 an d 33 (X = 28.6), the neutral 
a ttitude group had scores ranging between 34 an d 39 (X = 36.4), and 
the positive attitude group had scores ranging between 40 an d 62 (X = 
44. 2). Fifteen mal e an d fifteen fema le subjects were then randomly 
drawn, using random tables, from eac h of these three a ttitu de gr oups 
(positive, neutral, and negative) for a total of 90 subjects. 
Approxima tely two weeks l a ter, the experimenter called each of 
these 90 subjects individually and described one of the specific situ-
ations on the behavioral-intention mea sure. The situation described 
was chosen by the following procedure. 
The b ehav ioral-i nten tion scores for each of the eight situa-
tions we re co mputed across all subjects. Each situ atio n therefore had 
one general behavioral-intention score. The eight situations were then 
ranked in order of the total sample's willingness to inter ac t in each 
situation (from the sample's greatest expressed willingness to interact 
to the samp le's greates t expressed um,illingness to int erac t). The 
specific situation that ran ke d fourth irn s the one described to each 
sub ject. This provided all subjec ts with a co mmon sti mulus whi le 
deciding whether t o come to the appoin t men t or no t. The situation 
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that ranked fourth an d was described was the following: 
I will mee t with the patient alone in a restaurant to talk 
about the patient's experiences in the hospital . The patient 
is from a rather poor family and is presently staying in a 
public, state-run psychiatric hospital . I understand that 
my name and experience wi ll be kept confidential. 
In order to mak e the situation appea r more realistic, the 
experimenter specifically explained that the patient wanted to talk 
with the student in a social situation . Therefore, if the student 
agreed, the student could meet the patient in the experimenter's 
o ffic e in the psychology building and then walk to a near-by coffee-
shop or restaurant. 
Once the experimenter had describe d the situation, she asked 
the subject to return to engage in that act ivity. Although no pressure 
was exerted , the experimenter reminded the subject that only one hour 
was required of his or her time. The experimenter had an extremely 
large amount of time available so that inability to schedule a mutually 
convenient time wa s never a reaso n for refusal. Subjects' refusal or 
acceptance over the phone was recorded. 
Subjects who accepted were me t by the experimenter when they 
came for their appointment . The deception wa s then revealed . The 
experimenter ap ologized for the deception an d explained the necessity 
of leading them to believe that the beh av ioral-intention measure was 
preliminary to a rea l contact and that a patient would be waiting to 
mee t them. Every effort was ma de to have subjects understand the true 
nature of the experime nt. Al l questions were answered an d sub jects 
were encouraged to express their feelings and reactions an d to mak e 
any comments . The experimenter also explained that three men tal insti-
tutions in the area had active volunteer p rograms and intereste d 
subjects were given written infor mation concerning these programs. 
This information included the na mes and numbers of the volunteer 
organizers with whom the experimenter had been in contact (see 
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Appendix B). In addition, subjects were encouraged to contact the 
experimenter if they became even slightly upset or bothered in the 
future. Subjects were given a card with the experimenter's home phone 
and addres s. Finally, all subjects wer e given a post-experimental 
questionnaire to fill out. The post-e xperimental questionnaire 
assessed factors influencing subjects' decision to engage in the des-
cribed activity, subjects' suspiciousness concerning the experimental 
deception and the possible harmful or adverse effects of the deception 
(see Appendix C). Subjects wer e then a sked not to talk to anyo ne about 
the experime nt for three week s so as not to influence other students 
who had not yet made their decision. 
All subjects who either refused on the phone or agreed to an 
appointment time but did not show up were then contacted. The experi-
menter explained the nature of the experiment and asked to meet with 
each subject at their convenience to discuss the experiment further. 
If they refused, the experimenter aske d to continue over the phone. 
As with the other subjects, effor ts we re made to have subjects under-
stand the necessity of the dec ep ti on and to allow subjects to express 
their feelings, reactions an d concerns. It was emphasized that many 
people hesitate to interact with hospitalized mental patients and sub-
jects were reassured that discomfort with men tal illness is a very 
usual reaction. The experi menter stressed that the pr esen t study was 
partly directed toward understanding th e ir reactions so that their 
feelings an d decisions were j us t a s i mport a nt a s a ny other person's wh o 
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participated. The experimenter answere d any questions that subjects 
had concerning men tal patients, psychiatric hospitals or other related 
issues. All efforts were made to explore these subjects' reactions 
toward psychological research, menta l patients or their own decisions 
and behavior in the study. The experimenter's phone number and 
address wa s given. The post-experimental questionnaire was also 
administ ered . 
RESULTS 
The variables of subjects' attitude (positive, neutral, and 
negative), subjects' sex, hypothetical social distance (high intimacy, 
low intimacy), hypothetical disclosure (private, public), and hypo-
thetical patient socio-economic status (upper SES, lower SES) were 
analyzed using a 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance with repeated 
mea sures across the last three factors. 
All tests were performed at the .01 level of significance. 
With a five-way ANOVA the total number of tests of significance are 
high so that the probability of obtaining a significant result by 
chance alone is increased. The stringent alpha level of .01 was 
therefore chosen to decrease this possibility. 
The dependent measure was subjects' behavioral-intention 
scores. Scores had a possible range of 1 to 6. A score of 1 (one) 
indicated extreme unwillin gnes s to interact with hospitalized mental 
patients. A score of 6 (six) indic a ted extreme willingness to interact 
with hospitalized mental patients. The mea ns and st andard deviations 
are presented in Table 1. Mean s ranged between 1.66 an d 5. 




The F test was not significant, F (48,14) = 4.29~, 
max -max ~ 
J2. > .01, i nd icating adequate ho mogeneity among variances. 
The ana lysis of variance (see Table 2) indicated a significant 
a ttitude main effect, F(2,84) 20.296, J2. < .01; a signific a nt social 
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Table 1 
Factors Inf l uencing Behavioral-Intentions 
SOCIAL DISTANCE 
Low Inti macy High Intimacy 
DISCLOSURE DISCLOSURE 
Private Public Pri va te Public 
PT. SES PT. SES PT. SES PT. SES 
Hi gher Lower Hi ghe r Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower 
Means 
MALE 
Nega tive 3 . 600 3.467 2.600 2 . 400 2.600 2.800 2 . 000 2.200 
Neutr al 3 . 400 3.267 3 . 733 3.667 3.333 3 . 000 3.267 3 . 333 
Pos itive 4 . 400 5 . 000 4 . 600 4 . 800 4.333 4 . 133 4 . 133 4 . 400 
FEMALE 
Negat ive 3.533 3.333 2.200 2.400 3 . 000 3.133 1.800 1. 667 
Neutral 4.267 4.067 3 . 600 3 . 333 3.800 4 . 06 7 3.267 3 . 067 
Positive 4.467 4. 667 3.867 3.733 4.267 4.06 7 3.600 3.667 
Standard Dev iations 
MALE 
Nega tive 1 . 404 1.407 1.242 1.183 1. 242 1. 265 0.845 1.014 
Neut ral 1.056 1.033 1. 223 1.17 5 1.447 1.000 1.486 1 . 345 
Positive 1.549 1 . 000 1. 352 1.082 1.496 1. 506 1.356 1.183 
FEMALE 
Negative 1. 506 1.113 1. 656 1. 682 1. 309 1. 598 1.014 0 . 900 
Neutral 1. 280 1.163 1. 502 1.496 1.521 1.580 1. 751 1.335 
Positive 1.356 1.175 1.187 1 . 222 1. 668 1. 668 1.352 1. 234 
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Table 2 
Summary Table of Analysis of Variance: Factors Influ e ncing Behaviora l-Int~ntions 
Source Sum of Degrees of Me a n 
Squares Freedom Squar e F 
Sex 0 .7995 6 1 0. 79956 0.1 070 8 
Attitude 303 . 099 37 2 151. 5496 8 20 . 29639** 
· Sex x Attitude 16.50806 2 8. 2540 3 1.10 543 
Error 627. 21362 84 7.46683 
So cial Distance 28 .0 0494 l 28.00~94 9.57111** 
S.D. x · Sex 0.5 5554 1 0.55554 0.18986 
S .D . x Attitude 2 . 20270 2 1. 10135 0.37640 
S.D. x Sex x Attitud e 0.2 02 7-7 2 0 .10139 0.03465 
Error 245.78290 84 2.9 259 9 
Dis cl osur e so .13824 1 so .13824 22. 77573* * 
Dis. x Sex 21. 35521 1 21.35521 9. 70079* * 
Dis . X Atti t ud e 22.41687 2 11.20943 5.09198** 
Dis. X Sex x Attitud e 2.41943 2 1.20972 0 .5495 2 
Error 184.91 663 84 2. 2013 9 0.54952 
Social Distance x Di s closure 0. 0499 9 1 . 0.04999 0 .1176 7 
S.D. X Dis. x Se x 0. 0888 8 1 0.0888 8 0. 2092 4 
S .D . x Dis. x Attitude 0. 75832 2 0 . 37916 0.892 57 
S . D. x Dis. x Sex x Attitu de 1.66942 2 0.83471 1. 96497 
Error 35.6 8282 84 0.42480 
Patient SES 0.0 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 
Pt. SES x Sex 0.27 222 1 0.27222 0.7 5926 
Pt. SES x Attitud e 1. 3083 2 2 0.65416 1. 8245 7 
Pt, SES x Sex x Attitud e 0 . 55 276. 2 0.27638 0 . 77088 
Err or 30.1162 9 84 0.35853 
Social Distance x Patient SES 0.02222 l 0.02222 0.06301 
S . D. X Pt. SES x Sex 0 . 0499 9 1 0 . 0499 9 0.1 41 78 
S.D. x Pt. SES x Att it ud e 1.50275 2 0. 75 137 2 .13110 
S.D. X Pt. SES x Sex x Atti tude 1.05830 2 0 . 5291 5 1 .50082 
Err or 29.616 32 84 G.35258 
Dis cl osure x Patie nt SES 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
Dis. x Pt. SES x Sex 0. 2722 2 1 0.27222 1 .0513 3 
Dis. X Pt. SES x Attitude 0. 008 33 2 0 . 004 17 0.0]609 
Di s. x Pt. SES x Sex x Att itude 0 . 71942 2 o. 35971 1. 38924 
Error 21 . 7498 3 84 0.2589 3 
Soc ial Distance x Disclo sure x Pt. SES 0.20000 1 0 . 2000 0 0. 788 11 
S.D. x Dis. x P t. SES x Se x 0 . 9388 7 l 0.9388 7 J . 6997 5 
S.0. X Dis. X Pt. SES x At titude 2.15 83 1 2 1.07915 4. 25254 
S . D. x Dis. X Pt . SES x Sex x Attitud e 0 . 13611 2 0.06805 0.26818 
Error 21. 31642 84 0. 253 77 
**.e. < .01 
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distance mai n effec t, !_(1,84) = 9.571, .E_ < .01; and a significant dis -
closure ma in effect, !_(1,84) = 22.775, .E_ < .01. The sex main effect 
an d the patient SES main effect we re not significant. 
In addition, the ana l ysi s indicated a significant sex by dis-
closure interaction, !_(1,84) = 9.700, .E_ < .01, and a significant atti-
tude by d iscl osure interaction, !_(1,84) 5.091, .E. < .01. No other 
interactions were significant a t the .01 l ev el of significance. 
Both the disclosure ma in effect and the attitude main effect 
must be interpreted in light of the disclosure by attitude interaction . 
In order to a nalyze the interaction, the simple effect s t est s we re 
performed for disclosure at each level of attitude ( see Table 3 for 
mea ns of the i nt erac tion). The si mple effec ts test for disclosure at 
the f ir s t level of attitude (negative) wa s si gnific an t, !_(1,84) 
28.653, .E. < .01; but the tests for disclosure at the second and third 
level of a ttitude (n eu tral an d pos iti ve ) we re not si gni fica nt (see 
Figure 1). Thus, a significant difference between the public an d pri -
vate le v el of disclosure wa s found f or students with negative attitud e s. 
Stud ents with n ega tive attitudes to war d the mentally ill expres sed 
significantly more willingness to interac t wi th hospitalized men tal 
patients when the interaction woul d be kep t confid e ntial as compared 
to whe n the int e ractio n would be publici zed . Stud e nts wi th eit her 
neutral or positive atti t udes did no t differ in their willin gnes s to 
int e ract with men tal patients depe nding on the pot en tial disclosure of 
the int eractio n. 
The si mp le effects t e sts for attitude a t the two levels of dis-
cl osure were also perfor me d (see Figure 2) . The si mp le effec ts t es t 
fo r attitude at the pri v a t e l ev e l of disclosure was significan t, 
Table 3 
Disclosure by Attitude Int e raction: Means 
Disclosure 



















































Figure 1. Disclosure by attitude interaction : Disclo s ure at 
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Figure 2. Disclosure by attitude in t eractio n: At tit ude a t eac h 
l eve l of disclosure. 
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F(2,168) = 9.627, .E. < .01, a s was the si mple effect s test for attitude 
at the public level of disclosure, !_(2,168) = 24.043, .E. < .01. The 
Newman-Keuls procedure was employed as the follow-up comparison test 
(s ee Appendix D). For the private con dition, a significant difference 
wa s found between students with positive att it udes an d students with 
either neutral or negative a ttitud e s. No si gnific an t difference was 
fou n d between students with neutral an d nega tive a ttitud e s fo r the 
private condition . For the public conditio n, the Newman-Keuls test 
indicated a significant difference betwee n students with ne g ative 
att itudes and student s with e it her neutra l or pos itive attitudes . 
Student s with neutral or pos iti v e att itudes were not si gn ificantly 
different a t the .01 le ve l of significance . Howeve r, these two atti -
tude gro ups wer e significantly different whe n tested at t he .05 level 
of si gnific an ce , using the Newman- Ke uls procedure . 
Therefore, the attitude mai n effect, which wa s found at both 
l eve ls of disclosure ca n be int erpre ted as a main effe ct. Stud e nts 
with positive attitude s ex pressed si gnificantly more willingnes s to 
interact with mental pa ti ents than students with either ne utral or 
negative at tit ude s regardless of whether the me eting wa s to be publi-
cized or kept priv at e. Stu de nts with negative attitude s wer e similar 
to students wi th neutra l attitude s, in ter ms of their willin gnes s to 
mee t a patient, on ly whe n the interactio n wa s to re mai n private. When 
the interacti on wa s to be publicized, howe v er, stud ents with negative 
att it ude s wer e sign i f ic an tly less willing to mee t wit h a pa tient as 
co mpar ed to student s wit h neutra l at titud e s. The disclosure mai n effec t 
was the result of the difference found for sub j ects express ing negative 
a ttitudes an d therefore wa s no t int e rprete d a s a main effec t. 
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The simple effects tests were perfor med for disclosure at both 
levels of sex (see Table 4 for means of the interaction). The simple 
effects test at the first level of sex (Female) was significant, 
_K(l,84) = 31 . 123, ..E. < .01, but the simple effects test of disclosure 
at the second l eve l of sex (Male) wa s not significant . Thus, female 
subjects e xpr e ssed more willingness to interact with mental patients 
when the interaction wa s to re main confiden tial a s co mpared to when 
the interaction wou ld become public knowledge . Male subjects, however, 
showed no difference in their willingness to interact with mental 
pat i ents dep e nding on whethe r the interactio n was to be kept private 
or publicized. 
As st a ted previously, the a nalysis als o indic a ted a signific a nt 
social dist anc e ma in effec t. The me a n score s for the two levels of 
social distance were 3.683 for the low intimacy situation and 3.288 
for the high intimacy situation. Students expressed more willingness 
to interact wit h hospitalized menta l patients in a situation of low 
intimacy than in a situation of high intimacy. 
It should also be noted that the main effect F test for the 
patient SES factor wa s approximately zero . Thus , contrary to the 
author's expectations, patient SES did not e merge as an i mportant 
factor an d had no effect on students ' willin gn ess to interact with 
mental patients. 
Re lationship of Behavioral-Intention Meas ure 
a nd Over t Behavio r Mea sure 
The relationship bet wee n the behaviora l-in tentio n measure (BI) 
an d the overt beh av ior meas ure (OB) wa s examined in order to determin e 
the useful nes s of the behav ior a l-i ntention meas ure a s a substitute for 
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the overt behavior measure . Three relationshi ps were examine d. 
Firstly, the relation between subjects' total behavioral-intention 
scores--TBI--(i.e., each subject's behavioral-intention score summed 
across all eight hypothetical situations) and subjects' overt behavior 
scores (OB) was computed. Secondly, the relation between subjects' 
specific behavioral-intention scores--SBI--(i.e., each subject's 
behavioral-intention score for the situation described by the experi-
menter over the phone) and subjects' OB scores was computed. Lastly, 
the relation between sub jects' attitude scores and their OB scores was 
also ·computed. 
The Gamma statistic, a measure of association, which indicates 
the probability of like ordering, was employed to determine the degree 
of relationship. The approximate Z test was performed fo r each Gamma 
co-efficient to determine if a significant non-zero relationship 
existe d (see Table 5). 
Relation of Overt Behavio r and Sex of Subject 
In order to further explore the overt behavior--attitude rela-
tionship, simple contingency table s were developed , including the 
second between-subjec t variable of sex. The chi-square test was used 
to determine, a t each level of attitude, whether the frequency of sub-
jects who attended or did not attend the meeting with the menta l 
patient differed depending on subject sex . Thus, the overt behavior 
categories of one and two (r efusa l over the phone to participate in the 
meeting and failure to att e nd the appoint ment after verbally indicating 
they would ) were co mbined to form the non - attendance category . The 
overt b eh avior categories of three and four (presence at the meeting 
Table 5 
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and presence at the meeting with acceptance of volunteer information) 
were combined to form the attendance category. 
For the negative attitude group, the distribution of male and 
female subjects who attended or did not attend the proposed meeting 
2 did not differ significantly (x = .566; d.f. = l; _£ > .05). For the 
neutral attitude group, there was a significant difference in the 
distribution of mal e an d female subjects who attended an d did not 
attend the proposed meeting (x 2 = 6.65; d,f. = l; .E.. < .05). Finally, 
for the positive attitude group, there was no significant difference 
in the proportion of mal e and female subjects who attended or did not 
attend the mee ting (x 2 = 0.0; d.f. = l; .E. > .05). See Table 6 for 
contingency t ables. 
Therefore, th er e wa s no significant difference between the 
proportion of men and women who attended or did not attend the proposed 
mee ting with a ment al patient in either the positive or negative atti-
tude group. However, there was a significant difference in the dis-
tribution of men and women who attended or did not attend the meeting 
in the neutral attitude group. Women were significantly more likely 
to attend the proposed mee ting than men , even thou gh both sexes had 
indicated similar, neutral attitudes t owar d menta l patients. 
Sa mple Characteristics 
The sample is an accidental s ample rather than a strict, random 
sample. Therefore, the possibility existed of some inherent bias. 
Ana l yse s were run to asses s the relati on ship bet wee n subjects' 
behavioral-intention scores a nd subjects' class level, subjects' age, 
subjects' reported major an d the class in whi ch sub j ect s completed the 
questionn a ire. 
Table 6 
Contingency Tables of Male and Female Subjects Who 
Attended or Did Not Attend Activity 
Att ended Did Not Attend 
NEGATIVE ATTITUDES 
Male 5 10 
Female 7 8 
x2 = .566, .E. > .05 
NEUTRAL ATTITUDES 
Male 3 12 
Female 10 5 
x2 6.65, 
.E. < .05 
POSITIVE ATTITUDES 
Male 11 4 
Female 11 4 
x2 0.0, .E. > .05 
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The relationship bet we en subjects' TBI scores and subjects' 
class level (fresh man, sophomore, junior, senior) was co mputed using 
the Gamma statistic of like ordering. The Gamma co-efficient was 
-.0005 and was not significant . 
The correlation between subjects' TBI scores and subjects ' age 
was co mputed using the Pearson product-moment correlatio n. The corre-
lation was r = .019. 
A one-way analysis of variance was employed to test the rela-
tionship between subject s' TBI scores and the class in wh ich subjects 
completed the questionnaire (Botany, Sociology, Chemistry) . No sig -
nificant difference among classes was found, £.(2,87) 
See Table 7 for the ANOVA Summary Table. 
1.831, .£ > .05. 
A one-way analys is of va riance wa s emp lo ye d to test the rela-
tionship between subjects' TBI scores and subjects' reported major. 
No significant difference among majors was found, £.(6,83) = 2.042, 
_E_ > .05. See Table 8 for ANOVA Summary Table. 
On the basis of the results of these tests, there is no indi-
cation that any of th ese factors were si gnificantly related to the 
dependent measu re. 
Post - Experimental Questionnaire 
In order to obtain an overt b eh avior me as ure, subjects were 
contacted and asked to come in to meet a hospitalized mental patient. 
Because of ethical considerations, no patient wa s actually present so 
that this proces s necessarily involved deception. The follow-up 
questionnaire wa s designed to assess if the deception wa s succ essf ul, 
whether there were any har mful effects from the de ceptio n an d to gathe r 
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Table 7 
Summary Table of Analysis of Vari ance: 
Class in Which Questionnaire was Completed 
Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freed om Square F 
Class 303.3750 2 151.6875 1.831 
Err or 7208.5 87 82.8563 
Total 7511.8750 89 
Table 8 
Summary Table of Anal ysis of Variance : 
Reported Major 
Source of Sum of Degree s of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Square F 
Major 966 .1250 6 161.0 208 2 . 042 
Error 6545.750 83 78.8645 
Total 7 511. 87 50 89 
general, anecdotal information regarding other considerations that 
influenced subjects' decision to engage in the activity with the 
mental patient. 
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In response to the question, "Did you know or suspect that 
this might be for r e search purpos es rather than a 'real' situation?", 
19 subjects (21.1% of the s ample) responded "yes"; 71 subjects (78.9% 
of the sa mple) r es p onded "no." Of the 19 subjects who r es pon ded 
affirmatively, only 3 subjects (3.3% of the sample) had heard of the 
deception or felt that no p a tient would be present. The re maining 16 
believed they were committing t hems el v es to meet with a patient but 
believed that data for research was being collected concurrently. 
These subjects reported that since they were in a university setting, 
they auto matically as sumed so meone would be studying the pheno menon. 
Therefore, although 96. 6% of the sa mple believed that they were to 
meet with a patient, 17. 7% of the total sample believed they were 
meeting a patient in the cont ex t of an e xperi ment. These subjects may 
have felt safer or may have been more concerned about the possibility 
of evaluation by the experi menter. The effect of this source of 
variance cannot be a ssessed. 
In response to the question, "Did participation in this study, 
and esp e cially the de cepti on, make y ou feel angry or upset in any 
way?", 9 subjects (10% of the s ample) an swered "yes"; 81 subjects (90% 
of the sa mple) ans wered "no." Two subjects reported that they were 
dis appoint e d b e cause they had l ooke d forw ard to meeting with the 
pati ent. Two admit te d they were reli ev ed bec ause, prior to the mee ting, 
they had b een anxi ous. Two r eported th a t they we re initially upset 
ab out the dec e pti on b ut sa id th a t t he y un de r s t oo d an d a ccepte d the 
reasons that made it necessary. One subject was annoy ed because he 
had awake n for the mee ting and did not have a class until noon. One 
subject did not want to participate and was irritated by the phone 
calls . Finally, one subject said that he was not upset but his 
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written comments indicated that he felt his integrity was being ques-
tioned. The experimenter discussed this with the subject and clarified 
the intent of the deceptio n. The exper i mente r gave her phone number 
to each subject an d emphasized that she would like to hear from them 
if they had any subsequent reactions . No calls were received. 
Therefore, the deception did cause some negative feelings on 
the part of some subjects, although the reactions were relatively non -
avers ive for the percentage of subjects who were , in some way , 
affecte d. No long term effects appea r to have developed . However , 
future studies should make every effort to avoid the deception in order 
to eliminate the discomfort assoc iated with it. 
When deciding whe t her or not to at tend the proposed meeting, 
14 subjects (15.5% of the sample) reported that they considered what 
other people might fee l they should do; 76 subjects (85.5% of the 
sample) did not consider other people's opinions . Two-t hirds of the 
subjects who did consider others' opinions reported that they thought 
of their friends at the uni versity or at home. 
Thirty-seven subjects (41.1% of the sample) reported that they 
had either worked or knew someone who had been hospitalized in a menta l 
hospi tal; 53 subjects (58.9% of the s ample) reported they ha d neither 
worke d in nor knew anyone who had b ee n hospitalized . The ch i-square 
test was used to determine whet her the fr equency of subjects who 
a ttended or did not a tt en d t he mee ting differed depending on subjects ' 
familiarity with psychiatric hospitals or patients. There was no 
significant difference in the distribution of subjects who attende d 
or did not attend the meeting depending on their familiarity with 
psychiatric hospitals or patients (x 2 = .517; d.f. = l; .E. > .05). 
See Appendix E for contingency tables. 
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The responses to the final question of the post-e xperimental 
qu esti onn a ire (Quest ion 2) are not easily qu antifiable. Question 2 
was included only for the purpose of gather ing anec dotal data. 
DISCUSSION 
Since the Mental Health Service Act of 1963 and 1965, in-
creasing nu mbe rs of psychiatric pati ents have been discharged back 
into co mmunities for continuing treatment. Many co mmunities hav.e 
reacted negatively to this influx of ex-patients although there are 
many indications that the public's response has not been uniformly 
negative . Since the nature of the public 's reaction affects the 
establishment of community facilities, as wel l as the course of ex-
patients ' stays in the community, it is clearly import a nt for mental 
health professionals a nd co mmunity planners to better understand publi c 
reaction to menta l patients. 
Howeve r, most of the literature on people's reactions toward 
menta l patients has focused on attitudes of the public rather than its 
behavior . In addition, it is cl ea r that multiple factors influence 
b ehavi or so that investigators need to a sk, "What types of patients, 
in interaction with what types of people, in wha t situ a tions will 
result in what degree of acceptance or rejection? " 
The purpose of the pr esen t in ves tigation was two-fold . The 
first purpose wa s to simultaneously investigate, through the use of a 
multivariate design, a variety of subject, situational and patient 
variables that affect people 's behavior towards mental patients. This 
design permitted significant interactions among factors to be detecte d 
an d int e rpr e ted . The factors inv es tigated were su bj ec t sex an d attitude 
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toward mental patients, the social intimacy and potential disclosure 
of the encounter with the patient and the socio-economic status of the 
patient. The second purpose was to develop an instrument to measure 
people's behavior towards menta l patients. The behavioral-intention 
measure was developed to assess people's willingness to interact with 
hospitalized menta l patients. 
Behavioral-Intention Measure 
The behavioral-intention measure (BI) was developed as a prac-
tical and effective way to assess people 's willingness to interact with 
hospitalized mental patients . Since it was a new instrument and a 
self-report measure , the relationship between the BI measure and the 
overt behavior measure (OB) was examined in order to determine the 
usefulness of the BI meas ure as a substitute for the OB measu re. The 
Gamma co-efficient of .411 for the TBI-OB relationship indicated that 
there was a 41% probability that subjects' BI score woul d be in agree-
ment with their OB score . 
Although considerable variance is still unaccounted for by 
this relationship, this magnitude of association is high given that 
subjects' behavioral-intentions were assessed in a non-laboratory sit-
uation. In complex, non-experimental, social situations, numerous 
variables , which cannot be controlled for, are operable . In such 
"real-life" conditions, therefore, an association between a behavioral-
intention measure and an overt behavior measure of 41% is noteworthy. 
In addition , the Gamma co-effici ents for the TBI-OB and the 
SBI-OB r e lationships were both higher than the Gamma co-efficient for 
the Attit ude- OB relationship . Peo ple's behavi oral-int ent ions, a s 
assessed in this study, are therefore a better predictor of th e ir 
overt behavior than are their attitudes alone. 
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In this study, the BI mea sure required subjects to rate their 
willingness to engag e in an activity with men tal patients along a 
graduated continuum. Such a continuum allows for greater statistical 
power in a multivaria te d esign than do e s dichotomous data. The 
influ ence of sev e ra l factors on behavioral-intentions could th e re f ore 
be simultaneously in ves ti gate d. In addition, the BI measure assessed 
people's willingness to int erac t with a hospitalized mental pati ent 
acros s a variety of situations an d conditions. A statistic such as 
the total behavioral-intention (TBI) score indicates people's gen-
era l ize d willingness to interact wi th men tal patients. This type of 
score wou ld therefore be l es s " reactive " to the idiosyncratic variables 
of one specific situation. 
Finally, the use of the BI meas ure is also justified because 
it n ega tes the need for deception. In the present study, in order to 
get an indication of subjects' overt behavior, the ex perimenter ·was 
required to tell subjects that a hospitalized menta l p a tient would be 
waiti ng to mee t them when, in fact, (due to ethical considerations) 
none was. Dec e ption such as this should be avoided whenever possible, 
and the use of the BI measure provides informa tion abou t people's 
behavior without necessitating the use of deception. 
Fac tors Influ encing Behavioral-Intentions 
The two factors that mos t clearly affected p eople's wi lli ngnes s 
to interact with hospi t alized men tal patients were the d eg r ee of soc ial 
inti ma cy of the encoun t er a nd the a ttit udes that p e ople held toward 
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mental patients. People were more willing to mee t with mental patients 
in situations of low intimacy as compared to situations of high inti-
macy . This finding supports the research by Whatley (1959), Phillips 
(1966, 1967) and others (Meyer, 1964; Ring & Schein, 1970) that indi-
cated that the public increasingly rejects and isolates the mentally 
ill as the l eve l of intimacy of the social interaction increases. 
This finding also paralle ls the results of studies investigating inter-
racial interactions (e . g., Green, 1967; Linn, 1965; Warner & DeFleur, 
1969). These s tudies sug gested that white people were less willing to 
engag e in activities with blacks as the activity became more socially 
intimate . 
The low and high intimacy conditions of the present study 
differed from each other in three way s: presence or absence of another 
person, locale of the meeting, and content of intended dialogue. 
Students found it easier to commit themselves to a situation where 
an other person would be present than whe n they would be alone with the 
patient . Meeting in a restaurant wa s part of the high inti ma cy situ-
ation; a situation with greater social connotations than that of the 
low intimacy situation in which the meeting was to occur in a c ampu s 
office . In addition , the low intimacy situation wa s defined as that 
in which the patient was interested in learning abou t "stud en t life," 
whereas the high intimacy situation indicated that the patient also 
wanted to discuss his / her own experiences in the hospital. Thus , the 
locale of the meeting , the conten t of the discus sio n an d the presence 
or absence of others all influenced people 's willingness to mee t with 
a hospitalized menta l patient, although the diff ere ntial effec t of 
those variable s c anno t be assesse d by this study . 
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People's attitudes toward men tal patients also affected th e ir 
willingness to meet with men tal patients. People with positive atti-
tudes we re more willing to mee t with patients as co mpar ed to people 
with neutral or ne gative attitudes r eg ardless of specific aspec ts of 
the enc ounter (e.g., such as the po tential disclosure of the meeti ng). 
·whe n the mee ting wa s to be publicized, the more positive the attitude 
held by a person , the more wi ll ing wa s tha t individua l to mee t wi th a 
patient. However, only students with negati ve attitudes to wa rd the 
mentally ill indica ted less wi ll ingness to meet with hospitalized 
mental patients when the inter ac tion would be publ ici ze d as c ompare d 
to whe n it would remai n private. The possibility of disclosure did 
no t affec t the co mmit men t of students with positive or neutral atti-
tudes. The effect of the t yp e of disc lo sure on studen ts wi th negativ e 
attitudes may directly refl e ct their conc er n over public knowledge of 
their interaction with stigmatized people whom they hold in low regard. 
People who th ems elves stigmatize the men tall y ill may therefore fear 
"sti gma ti za tion through associati on." In addition, it can be as su med 
that people wit h negative at t itude s towar d the menta ll y ill were more 
worried about possib le negative an d unpredi ct able actio ns on the part 
of patients. Giv en th es e expecta tions, they would be more worried 
abo ut th ei r abi lity to deal with men tal patien ts an d s ubs eque ntly more 
conc erne d with the possibility of the public disclosure. Con verse ly, 
people with positive an d p e rhaps neutral attitudes may have b ee n l es s 
worri ed abou t wha t could go wrong in the interaction, l es s worrie d 
abou t th e ir ab ility to handle the situation an d wer e the r ef ore l es s 
concerne d abou t the pub lic discl osu re of the in t era ction. 
Fema le students a l s o ex presse d more wi llin gnes s to interac t 
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wi th mental patients when the interaction wa s to remain confidential 
than when the meeting might be publicized. Male students did not 
indicate differential commitment depending on the disclosure of the 
meeting . The female students may have been more concerned abou t or 
more sens iti ve to potentia l censure from significant others if the 
meeting became public knowledge . However , only 15.5% of the total 
sample (11.1% of the female subjects) reported that they had considered 
wha t other people (fri ends , parents, facu lty) th ough t they should do 
when making their decisions. When aske d what they did think about, 
many people reported that they were concerned over wha t the pa ti en t 
might say or do and reported that they were particularly anxious over 
whe ther they would know how to handle any kind of probl em or difficult 
situation that might arise . Many students reported that they had 
wor ri ed about the potential behavior of the patients. Therefore , the 
author speculates that the influence of whethe r the activity would be 
publicized or not does not necessarily reflect people's concern over 
public knowledge of their interaction with a stigmatized individual. 
Instead, it may reflect women's concer n ove r the potential public 
reporting of their ability to cope with difficult interpersonal situ-
ations . Men may be more confident tha t they can in some way handle the 
interaction or may be l es s concerned with hurting or harming the 
patient through the ineffectual handling of the int era ction . Women 
may be more worried about their ability to adequately cope wi th the 
imagined difficulties with a men tal patient and are therefore more con -
cerned with the possibility of the public disclosure of their actions . 
Alt ernate ly, women may have rejected the encounte r that wa s to 
be publ ici zed not because they we re worrie d abo ut the ex posure of their 
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interpersonal abilities but rather because they did not want to be 
interviewed by a reporter. Women may have vie wed the meeting as a 
personal matter and the publicity carried an exploitative connotation 
for them. Women may have beli eved that the publicity would have 
turned what should be a sensitive, interpersonal encounter into a 
"public show." Finally, it is also possible that this result simply 
indicates that women, as co mpar e d to men, were more un willing to be 
interviewed by a reporter, re g ardless of the content of the interview. 
When subjects' r eactions to the ex perimenter's request that 
they engage in an activity with a mental pati ent was further exam ined, 
another sex difference eme rged. Women with n eutral attitudes toward 
mental patients, once contacted by the ex peri menter, were more likely 
to attend the activity, whereas men with neutral a ttitudes were less 
likely to attend. However, both men and women with positive attitudes 
were more likely to attend the activity and both men and women with 
ne gative attitudes we re less likely to attend. Thus, when people hold 
strong attitudes either way, attitude seems to help determine their 
behavior. However, when p e ople's attitudes a re more n e utral, then 
other intervening factors may ex ert a gr e ater influ e nce on subsequent 
behavior. 
As suming that a ne ut r al attitude in d ic a t e d ambi va l ence on the 
part of people in the n eutral attitude group, the p e rsonal contact by 
the ex peri menter may have been more reassuring to women, thus allowing 
them to "risk" t he a ctivity. The f a ct that the ex p eri menter was also 
f emale may have pro v ided f urt he r en coura geme nt and r e assur ance that 
they could cope with the s itu a tion. The a uthor s p e cul a t e s that wh en 
women we re pe r s ona lly con t ac t ed by t he ex p e r ime nter, they wer e more 
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concerned than men with responding in the socially acceptable way and 
were therefore more likely to comply. Furthermore, relating to and 
helping people are characteristics typically seen as feminine in this 
culture. These factors may have influenced more women to attend the 
activity than men in the neutral attitude group. 
It should be noted that the last factor, patient socio-economic 
status (SES) was not significant, contrary to the author's expecta-
tions. Not only was this factor not significant but it contributed 
no variance to the dependent measu re. Patients' SES in no way in-
flu enced subjects ' commitment to meet with hospitalized mental patients . 
There is a possibility that this factor was simply not attended to, 
either because it was embedded in the middle of the p a ragraph des-
cribing the situations, or b ecause the other two va ri ables (social 
distance and disclosure) were relatively more salient. In addition, 
the student bodies of universities are generally comprised of students 
from a wide variety of social, racial and economic backgrounds. Such 
diversity may promote norms which make discrimination on the basis of 
ec onomic background less likely. In any case, unlike mental health 
professionals, such as psychiatrists (Hollingsh ea d & Redlich, 1958; 
Schaffer & Meyer, 1954), students' behavior to wards mental patients is 
not infl uence d by patien ts' SES. 
Although a significant subject sex by disclosure interaction 
was found, the author's prediction that subjects' sex would be found as 
a significant main effect was not supported. The finding of no sex 
difference, th e refore, tends to support ear lier research which found no 
r e l a ti onsh ip between attitudes an d sex (Lamy, 1966; Nunnally, 1961; 
Whatl ey , 1959). La ter res earc h by Farina, Fe l ne r an d Boud r ea u (1973) 
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which did suggest a relationship bet wee n subjects ' se x a nd b eh av ior 
to war d mental patients, ho we ver, did not ade quately control for the 
sex of the patient. Therefore, it may be primarily i mport ant to study 
people's sex as it interacts with other va riables. For exam ple, 
patient sex wa s not spec ifi ed in this study. In a subsequ ent study 
of similar design (Wilkins, 1979), this author fo un d a significant 
interaction between sub j ect s' sex and pa ti en t sex as we ll a s a sig -
nificant thr ee - way interaction between s ubject sex, patient age and 
etiology of the disorder. It is the au thor's opinion that in any 
study of people's behavio r to ward the mentally ill, subjects ' sex 
shou ld continue to be included. 
The BI - OB Relationship--Comparison to Prev ious Resear ch 
The relationship b e t wee n the b eh avioral-i nte ntion (BI) meas ure 
and the ove rt behavior (OB) measure, as me asured by Gamma , indicated a 
41 % chance that subject s' score on the BI mea sure would be in agreeme nt 
with th e ir score on the OB measure. The mag nitude of this r e lationship 
is sma ll e r t ha n some of the BI-OB relationships r ep orted by Ajzen a nd 
Fishb e in (1973). Aj ze n an d Fishbei n, a s we ll as other investigators 
(Darroc h, 1971; Sc hwar tz & Tess l e r, 1972), have compared the BI and OB 
scores using correlation co-efficients . Fen drich (1967) is one exce p-
tion to this, using t h e more appropr i a te Gamma statist ic. It should be 
not e d that the highest correlati ons reported by Ajzen and F ishbein, 
those higher th a n . 80, we re for correlations b e tw ee n int ende d gam e 
behavior an d ac tual gam e behavi or. Obviously, this t y pe of situatio n 
i s signif i cant ly l es s complex than the t ype of s ocial inter a ction inves-
ti ga ted in the pr ese n t study . In ad dition, Aj zen an d Fishbein reporte d 
that two conditions influence the degree of the BI-OB relationship . 
They reported that the correlation wil l be higher if: (a) the time 
between the statement of intention and actual behavior is short, and 
(b) is there is a high degree of similarity between the situation 
measured by the BI scale and the actua l situation measured by the OB 
sca le. In the game behavior studies reported by Ajzen and Fishbein , 
the time between the assessment of the BI and OB measures was very 
short and the similarity between the two situations was ext r eme ly 
high. 
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The studies that dealt with more "real" and co mplex phenomena 
typically reported lower BI-OB correlations . Sch wartz an d Tessler 
(1972) studied people 's intentions to donate organs for medica l trans-
plants. The correlation between subjects ' intentions and their actua l 
behavior was .375. Thus, the BI measure accounted for approximate ly 
14% of the variance of the OB measure . Two further studies are more 
similar to the present one in that they involved complex socia l inter-
actions with "sti gmatize d" individuals, in these cases blacks. Darroch 
(1971) reported BI-OB correlations ranging between .262 and .584, with 
an average of .461. Thus, the BI me asure accounted for approximately 
21.5% of the variance of the OB measure . When investigating intentions 
and behaviors toward blacks, F endrich (1967) also varied whether sub-
jects believed they were really being asked to participate in inter-
racial activities or b e li eved they were just participating in an exper-
i men t. The BI-OB Gamma co-efficient for the experim ental condition was 
.18; for the "real-life" condition the co-efficient was .72. Thus, in 
the "real-life" condition , there was a 72% chance that s ubjects ' score 
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on the BI measure would be in agreement with their score on the OB 
measure . 
The BI-OB re lationship found in the present study is notably 
higher than the BI-OB relationship as reported by Schwartz and Tessler 
(1972) and Darroch (1971) but lo wer than that found by Fendrich (1967) 
for the "r eal -li fe " condition. The subjects in the pres en t study may 
not have felt that they would necessarily be called and asked to par-
ticipate, since the BI measure was administere d in large classes an d 
realistically that many contacts could not be practical ly arranged . 
In addition, the time span bet ween the BI-OB measur e in Fendrich's 
study was only five days, whereas in the pres ent study the time span 
was approximately two weeks . Thu s, the lo wer BI-OB relationship found 
in this study (as compared to that reported by Fendrich) may be due to 
differences in both the amount of time between the BI and OB assess-
ments and the exten t to which subjects perceived the BI measure to 
repres ent an actual, "r eal -life" commitment to engage in the specified 
interactions. 
As stated previously, Ajzen and Fishbein (1973) reported that 
the BI-OB relationship wil l vary depending on the degree of similarity 
between the hypothetical situation assessed by the BI measure and the 
actual situation in which the overt behavior is observed . Accordingly , 
this author expected a higher relationship to ex ist between the OB 
score and the specific behavioral-intention score, SBI (i.e., each 
subject's behavioral-intention score for the situation described by the 
expe ri menter ove r the phone) than bet wee n the OB score and the total 
behavioral-intention score , TBI (i.e., ea ch subjec t's behaviora l-
intention scores su mmed ac ro s s al l eigh t hypothetical situations ). 
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However, contrary to this expectation, the SBI-OB and TBI-OB relation-
ships were very similar, producing gamma co-efficients of .416 and 
.411 respectively. The similarity between these two relationships 
may be due to the fact that many subjects had possibly reached their 
decisions about their involvement before anything about a specific 
situation was described to them. In add ition, whe n the ex peri men ter 
called sub j ects to ask them to mee t with a patient, many su bj ec ts made 
up their minds and responded before the experimenter had completely 
described the situation. Thus, a certain proportion of su bjects only 
heard that the high-inti macy situation (mee t alone in a res taurant) 
wa s being off ere d. They did not wait to h ea r about the other aspects 
of the situation. Thus, in addi tion to the likelihood that some sub-
jects had made their decisions prio r to a descr iption of any specific 
situation, it also appears that other subjects made their decision on 
the basis of the intimacy variable alone. These two r eas ons may have 
contributed to the unexpected similarity of the SBI-OB and the TBI-OB 
relationships. 
It should also be noted that the very act of stating one's 
intentions (in a BI measure) an d later being put in the position of 
engag ing in some behavior described in the BI measure may increase the 
associa tion between the BI and OB scores. It can be assumed that 
people remember their stated intentions and will try to mainta in con-
sistency beb vee n their intentions and overt actions. 
In spite of the fact that the BI-OB relationship found in this 
study is within the r ange reported by oth e r author s (Darroc h, 1971; 
Fendrich, 1967; Sch war tz & Tessler, 1972), there still exist s a su b-
st a ntia l an d importan t discrepancy bet we en sub j ects ' int e nde d behavio r 
• 
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and their actual, overt behavior. There are clearly many factors 
that influ ence people's behavioral intentions and their overt behavior 
that were not included in the present in vestigation . For example, 
patient age or sex, the nature of their disorder or the visibil ity of 
their symptoms wer e not specified in this study. Since th es e var i-
ables were not controlled for, subjects may have made idiosyncratic 
assumptions abo ut these and other aspec ts and based their decisions 
on these assumptions . Ajzen and Fishbein (1972) proposed that 
people 's normative beliefs (social norms re gar ding the behavior in 
question) is an important predictor of behavioral int en tions and, sub-
sequ ently, overt behavior . This variable wa s not included in this 
study. 
Finally, there are many sources of uncontrolled var iance that 
arise bet wee n the time the behavioral intentions are assessed and the 
time that the actual behavior is observed . Many subjects seemed to 
have been aware that they changed their minds. Some students reported 
that they were initially interested but no longer had the time, did not 
like the idea anymore , or something unexpected (like an illness in the 
family) had come up . Conversely, some students reported that they 
became more int e rested after they talked to friends, had time to think 
abou t their initial reactions, or th ei r anx i ety about the expe rience 
had decreased . 
The present investi ga tion has drawn on Ajzen and Fishbein 's 
use of behavioral-intention measures as a substitute for an d as a means 
of assessing overt behavior. However, the mode ls and designs used by 
this author and Ajzen and Fishbein are ve ry different . Ajzen and Fish -
bein's mode l for predicting behaviora l-int ention s and hence overt 
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behavi or proposes that an individual's intention to perform a behavior 
is a joint function of his attitudes toward the action in question and 
his beliefs about wha t others expect him to do (nonnative beliefs). 
Other variables may influence behavioral intentions but only 
indirectly by influ encing one of those two components . The relative 
importance of th es e two components is expected to vary dep en ding on 
the conditions under wh ich the behavior is to be performed and de-
pending on the person who is to perform the behavior. 
Although the present investigation also uses the concept of 
behavioral intentions, it approaches all potentially influential vari -
ables as independent factors whic h may affec t behavior either directly 
or in interaction with other variables . The conditions under which 
the b ehav ior is performed (situational characteristics ) and the person 
performing the behavior (subject characteristics) are two of the cate-
gor ies of potential l y important variab l es that r e quire investigation. 
Since this study is concerned with social interactions , a third cate-
gory (not included in Ajzen & Fishbein 's model) is object character -
istics of mental patients. 
More significantly, a multivariate model, such as the one used 
in the present study, allows one to assess the influence of several 
factors on behavior a s we ll as to inv es tigate the significant inter-
actions between varia bles. Interactions between variables are partic-
ularly important in complex socia l encounters where not only are there 
numerous detennining factors but also wher e some variables may only be 
significant in interaction. An examp le of this may be subjects' sex. 
The relative influence of severa l variables can be assesse d even thoug h 
other uncontrol l ed va riables are also determining subjects ' behavioral 
intentions and overt behavior. Through a syste matic series of simi-
larly designed studies the major factors and interactions can there-
fore be determined. 
Generalizability of Results 
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There are three characteristics of the s ample used in the 
pr ese nt study which may limit the ge neralizability of r e sults from the 
stud ent s ample us ed to the ge neral public. The first is that the 
sampling procedure may have res ulted in a sa mple with an inflated per-
centage of s ubj ects who were ge n erally willing to int e ract with hos-
pitalized mental patients. One hundred and thirteen of the original 
427 questionnaires had to be discarded. Of these 113, 50 were dis-
ca r de d b e caus e they l a cke d subj e_cts' name; 36 were di s c ard e d b ec ause 
they lack ed subjects' phone number. A space was left for subj ects' 
na me on the first page of the questionnaire. Since the first instru-
ment of the qu e stionnaire was the s emantic differential, subj ects' 
refusal to give their na me cannot be taken as an indication of sub-
jects' unwillingness to interact with hospitalized mental patients. 
This r e fusal more likely refl e cts subj ects' de sire to r emain anon ymous. 
However, subjects' phone numbers were r equested on the behavioral-
int ention mea s ure itself. Therefore, this refusal may reflect subjects' 
unwillin gness to en ga ge in any activity with hospitaliz ed mental 
patients. The 36 questionnaires discarded due to lack of phone number 
constitutes 8.5% of the total sample of 427. To this extent, the pre-
se nt sam ple may be bi ase d in the dir e ction of incr ease d willin gn e ss to 
int e ract with hospital i zed mental pati ents. 
The seco nd i ss ue conc er ning gen era li za b i lit y of r es ults is the 
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possibility of inherent differenc e s between volunteer and non-
volunteer subjects. Jung (1971) r eviewed this literature and reported 
that some research had indicated that volunteers do differ from non-
volunteers in terms of certain personality variables. It is important 
to note, however, that a variety of methodological problems render 
such conclusions about volunteers questionable. In addition, althoug h 
personality characteristics are assessed in these studies, there is 
usually no subsequent attempt to compare the two groups (volunteer and 
non-voluntee r ) on th e ba sis of their performance in actual exp erimen tal 
situations. What effects these personality variables ha ve on actua l 
beha v ior in experimental situations, therefore, has not b een adequately 
documented. Finally, present ethical standards prohibit the use of 
non-volunteer subjects. 
For these reasons, volunteer subjects were considered to con-
stitute an acceptable sample for the present study. Given the limit a-
tions of volunteer subjects cited previously, however, caution should 
be exercised when generali z ing from the present study to the general 
public. 
Finally, there is a possibility of inherent differences betw een 
college students and the general public. College students are ob-
viously younger and have a higher educational level than the general 
public. However, experimental evidence suggests that, at least in 
terms of attitudes toward mental patients, student a ttitudes do not 
differ significantl y from those of the general public (Nunnally, 1961; 
Olmsted & Durha m, 1976). The relative influence of various factors 
affecting students' behavior may also generally parallel that of th e 
public, although this is an assumption that await s empirical validation. 
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In addition, the present sample is a comparatively heterogeneous group 
which, like the general public, can be considered to have little for-
mal knowledge of psychology and no special career-related interest in 
the mentally ill. Despite parallels between college student samples 
and the gener al public, however, the use of college students as sub-
jects limits to an unknown extent the generalizability of results to 
the general public. Such limitations must be kept in mind when inter-
preting the results. 
However, college students, regardless of their relationship to 
the general public, are a n interesting and important population to 
study. They are likely, during their college careers, to find them-
selves in situations where contac t with men tal patients is possible. 
Hore importantly, it is a populatio n of interest because it is likely 
that the future body of policy and decision makers of communities 
(i.e., some of the most important determin ants of societal response 
an d priorities) will be largely comprised of college graduates. 
Implications for Community Psychology 
Although the behavioral-intention measure does not perfectly 
predict overt behavior, it is a relatively efficient, low-cost pro-
cedure that can be used by mental health planners to assess potential 
public reaction. Not only could this measure be used to as sess which 
situational or patient characteristics would be most acceptable to the 
public in general, but it could also be used to canvas a specific com-
munity. Not all co mmunities may react or be influ e nced by the same 
conditions in the same way . A BI measure could be used to es timate 
specific situational and patien t characteristics that would make it 
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easier for a particular community to accept a new program or half-way 
house. 
The BI measure could also be used as part of a promotional or 
educational probe into a community . The use of the BI measure as a 
basis for individual ly contacting residents in one geographical area 
before plans for a program had been drawn up might be a non-reactive 
way of approaching residents . In addition, the BI measure would iden -
tify those residents who were particu larly favorable toward or partic-
ularly antagonistic to a progr am or t o hospitalized mental patients in 
general. Residents at both extremes could then be contacted. Those 
residents who were extremely favorable could be enlisted to help plan 
programs or to help work with other residents . Extremely antagonistic 
residents could be contacted in order to discuss their complaint s an d · 
concerns. Finally, since people tend to wan t to keep their intentio ns 
and overt behavior consistent, the BI measure might also be adapted to 
actually increase the public's willingness to accept menta l patients 
or at least to meet with them. By creating conditions where people 
responded positively to hypothetical situations on the BI measure , it 
might be possible to increase the likelihood that they wil l follow 
through in actual situations in a simi lar positive manne r. 
The results of this study suggest conditions that mental healt h 
planners should consider before attempting to re-integrate hospitalized 
mental patients back into communities. However, this study shou ld be 
seen as the first in a series of necessary experiments to determine the 
major factors which influ ence the public's willingness to interact with 
hospitalized men tal patien ts, for it is clear that many other factors 
exis t which have not yet been is olated. 
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First, it is clear that the societal reaction to hospitaliz ed 
mental patients is not consistently negative. Although it is possible 
that the response of students may be more positive than that of the 
general public, many people hold positive attitudes toward menta l 
patients and , in certain circu ms t ance s, are willing to interact with 
them. There is good reason to believe that hospitalized mental 
patients will enco unter fri en dly and helpful people in the community . 
The characteristics of the context of the interaction, however, 
are i mportant. In order to incr ease the likelihood of mental patients 
being accepted they should ideally meet the public in low intimacy, 
non-threatening situations. Meeting patients in small groups and in 
safe, somewhat impersonal and structured situations would be likely to 
increase residents ' acceptance. Menta l health planners should dis-
courage media involvement and instead attempt to al low residents to 
make contact with patients in a confidential manner. Before such a 
mee ting, it would be helpful to reassure people tha t nothing harmful 
will happen and assure them that they can cope with the interaction. 
This would be es pecially important for women and people who held nega-
tive attitudes toward hospitalized men tal patients . In addition, per-
sonal contact by menta l health professionals requesting residents to 
cooperate in a structure d activity wou ld also increase the likelihood 
of residents ' participation. This type of personal contact would be 
especially helpful to women wh o were ambivalent or neutral in their 
attitudes toward ment al patients an d would t end to increase the li keli -
hood of their par ticipation in activities with mental patients. 
Finally, although it is known that people's attitudes do not directly 
reflect or pr e dic t their behavi or, menta l health professionals shoul d 
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not disre ga rd info rmat ion conc er ning people 's attitudes . Many factors 
in combination determine people's b eha vior, but attitude is cl e arly 
one factor that does indicate something about the nature of people's 
actions. 
I mplications for Future Research 
The pr ese nt inves ti gatio n had two main purposes . The first 
wa s to develop the b ehavioral-intention (BI) meas ure as a means to 
asses s people 's actual behavior to war d mental patients. It is still 
importan t, however, to obtain a n assessment of overt behavior (OB), if 
feasible, so that the BI-OB relationship c an continue to be examined. 
The correspondence b e t wee n two such meas ures n ee ds to be i mproved an d 
investigated across a r ange of condition s. 
The major variables affecting their corr espon d ence need to be 
determined. It is the author's opinion that the BI and OB scores will 
corr espo nd to a greater degree to the ex tent that, (a) the ti me bet we en 
the two measure s is decreased, (b) the similarity between the situa-
tions mea sured is increased, and (c) the subj ec ts believe they are 
actua lly committing themselves to en gage in the situation de scribed by 
the BI measure . The belief that the perso n is actual l y mak ing a prom-
ise to engage in the ac tivity whe n filling out the BI meas ure in the 
af fir mati ve is particularly i mportant . Giving the BI measure in smal l 
gr oups or classes may be one way to create this impression . When ad-
mi ni stering the BI meas ure it woul d als o be important for the exper i-
menter to emphasize that he or sh e is a lso int eres t e d in the r eac tions 
of pe?ple not particularly wi lling to mee t with patients . This state -
ment migh t dec r ease the numbe r of questionna i re s that had to be 
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discarded because of lack of name or phone number. 
The second purpose of the study was to investigate severa l 
factors that influence people ' s behavior towar d menta l patient s . This 
study, however , should be seen as the first in a series of experiments 
to investigate the numerous factors that affect p e ople's b ehavio r 
toward mental patients. The re is a paucity of such information in the 
literature . By using a multivariate design not only ca n the major 
factors be isolated, but i mportant interactions between factors can be 
determined . Such interactions are especially import a nt in the inves -
tigation of complex, social enc ounters. Specifically, subject charac -
teristics that need to be inv es tigated are subject age, education and / 
or SES, n ormative beliefs and competing motives or attitudes . Situa-
tional variables that could be inv e stigated are pr esen ce or abs ence of 
others, available alternative behaviors a nd various aspects of the con -
text of the interaction (such as where the meeting takes place or the 
stat ed purpose of the meeting). A patient characteristic that is par-
ticularly important is patient sex, especially as it interacts with 
subject sex. In addition, patient age, type of s ymp to ma tology, visi -
bility of s ymp to ma tology (e . g., wh ether the p a ti en t appea rs disheveled , 
whether the patient's speech is coherent and appropriate), and perhap s 
the label attached to the pat ie nt (e.g., hospitalized mental patient, 
discharged mental patient or emotionally disturbed individual ) are all 
potentially important variables . Further research is therefore required 
to assess the relative i mport an ce of th e se and other subject, situa-
tional and patient va riables. 
In spite of the numerous difficulties, resea rch e rs need to 
continue to find way s to obtain more infor ma tion concerning peop le ' s 
actual behavior toward mental patients. The BI measure was one such 
attempt. BI-type measures need to be administered to the general 
public in order to plan how to encourage or increase people's accep-
tance of mental patients . BI-type measures could be adap ted for use 
in canvassing communities or to find ways to introduce patients to 
jobs in such a way so as to decrease discrimination. 
The general question of this study has been, "v.,That type of 
patient, in interaction with what type of people, in wha t t ype of 
situation s will result in wha t degree of acceptance or rejection on 
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the part of the public? ". It is also necessary to investigate wha t 
factors influence, not the behavior of the general public, but rathe r 
the behavior of patients once they are living in the community; that 
is, what factors affec t patient s' re-ad j ustment and course of stay in 
the community? The genera l question, therefore, becomes , "l-.That types 
of patients, in interaction with wha t types of people, in what situa-
tions will resul t in what type of functioning on the part of patients?". 
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APPENDIX A 
Questionnaire Including the Se mantic Differential 






C. I am as 1. Senior 
2. Junior 
J. Soph omor e 
4 . Fresh man 
5. Other 
D. I am as 1 . Female 
2 . Male 
E. r.;y major is s 
1 . ___________ Please Specify 
2. I have not choosen a Major 
2(a). At this moment I expect my majo r to be: 
____________ Please Specify 
* * * * 
The pur?ose of this questio nnai re is to assess people's 
feelings and thought s about certain kinds and classas 
of neonle. You will be asked to rate certain co nceut s , 
such as S TUDENT, on a series of scales with adjectives 
on each end . Indicate wha t YOU think about the cla sse s 
of people using the adjective scales. 












If you feel that the concept, eg. STUDENT, is very closely 
or extr emely associated with the adjective at one end of the 

















If you feel that the concept is quite closely related to 





















ex tr eme ly 
-J-
If you feel that the concept is only slightly related to one 
adjective, pl a ce a check mark as follows, 
HAPPY 
extreme ly quite 
¥.APPY 











slightly quite extremely 
✓-
slightly quite extremely 
The direction to ward whic h you che ck, of course, d epe~ds upon 
whi ch of the two adjectives at t he end s of the scale seem most 
cha ra cteristic of th~ conce p t you are judging. 
If you consider the concept to be neutral on the scale, then 
you should place a mark in the middle space. 
I MPORTANT 
1, Please pla ce your ch eck mark s in the middle of the spaces, 
93 
2. Be sure to chGck every· scale for every concept--Do Not .Omit Any. 
J. Ne ver put more than one check mark on a single scale. 
Please do no t wor ry or pu:zz le over individual it ems. It is your 
first impressions, the immediate "feelings" about the concepts 
that we want . On the other hand, ple a se do not be car eless, 
because we want your true i rn~ressions. 
On the next page yo u will be ask~d to indicate y ou r impressions, 
using these adjective scales , of variou s kind s or cl asses of 
people. There will be s eve ral adjective sc a les for each concept. 
The concept to be rated will appear at the top of e ach page. 
Please r ea d all adjectives carefully. 
We realize that there · are differences between diff e r ent indivi dual s 
in any grou p. We also recognize tha t you may not be acqua inted 
with person s of certain group s. Th e r efore , we a re only ask ing you 
for your general impressions. Please indic ate wha t you think and 
feel about a typical person of that group or that group in gen e ral. 




































































































slightlY quite extremely 
PLEASANT 
slightly quite extremely 
CRUEL 
slightly quite extremely 
VALUABLE 
slightly quite extremely 
TENSE 













































slightly quite extremely 
PLEASANT 
slightly quite extremely 
CRUEL 
slightly quite extrel:lely 
VALUABLE 
slightly quite extremely 
TENSE 












































slightly quite extremely 
PLE1-\SANT 
slightly quite extremely 
slightly quite extrenely 
VALUABLE 
slightly quite extremely 
T:CNSE 



































slight l y 
Valuable 
nor 







slightly quite extremel y 
PLEASANT 
slightly quite extremely 
CRUEL 
sligh tl y qui t e extremely 
VALUAe\LE 
slight l y quite extremely 
TENSE 











































































































































































quite extrem ely 
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QUESTIONNAIRE .JJ 2 TT 
a. Name 
B. Telephone Numbe r: 
School Number 
Home Number 
Other Number where 
I can be reached 
* * * * * 
The purnose of this questionnaire is to assess your availability 
or willingness to mee t with different patients in a variety of 
situations. 
Below a description of each situation, there will be a 6-point 














Indicate your degree of willingness to engage in each activity 
by checking the appropriate sp~ce. 
Please place your check in the middle of the space, not on 
the boundary. 
Be sure to check the scale for each situation. Never put 
more than one check mark for a single situation. 
There will be e ight situations. Please read ALL EIGHT 
situations first, BE~ORE indicating your willingness , 
rlfter you have checked each situation, please sign your name 





I will meet with the patient alone in a 
restaurant to talk about the uatient's ex-
periences in the hospital, The patient is 
from a well-to-do family and is presently 
staying in 2.n expensive, private, psychiatric 
hospital. I understand that my name and 










I will ~2et with the patient, a~d a psychology 
graduate student also interested in the pro-
ject, in a room on c~~pus to talk about what 
it is like to be a college student ?.nd to 
att(md the University of Rhode Island. The 
patient is from a rather poor family and is 
presently staying in a public, state-run 
psychiatric hospital. I understand that my 




















I will meet with the patient, and a psychology 
gradu~te student also interested in this pro-
ject, in a room on campus to talk about what 
it is like to be a college student and to 
attend the University of Rhode Island. The 
patient is from a well-to-do family and is 
presently staying in an expens ive, private, 
psychiatric hospital. I und er stand that I may 
be interviewed by a reporter from the Providence 
Bulletin concerning my experiences with · the 
patient and agree to allow my name to be 










I will meet with the patient, and a psychology 
graduate student also inter este d in the pro-
ject, in a room on campus to talk about what 
it is like to be a coll ege student and to 
attend the University of Rhode Island, The 
patient is from a well-to-do family and is 
presently staying in an expensive, private, 
psychiatric hospital. I und e rst an d that my 




















I will meet with the patient, and a psychology 
graduate student also interested in this pro-
ject, in a room on camnus to talk about what 
it is like to be a coli ege student and to 
attend the University of Rhode Island. The 
patient is from a rather poor family and is 
presently staying in a public, state-run 
psychiatric hospital. I understand that I may 
be interviewed by a reporter from the Providence 
Bulletin concerning my experiences with the 
patient and agree to allow my name to be 










I will meet with the patient alone in a 
restaurant to talk about the patient's ex-
periences in the hospital. The patient is 
from a rather poor family and is presently 
staying in a public, stat e -run psychiatric 
hospital. I understand that I may be inter-
Vi,;WGd by a report <:?r frcm the Providence 
Bulletin concerning my E;Xp0ri encc s with the 
patient and agree to allow my name to be 




















I will meet with the patient 2lone in a 
r0staurant to talk about the natient's ex-
perienc 2s in the hos pital, T~e patient is 
from awcll-to-do f amily c1nd is presently 
staying in an exp ensive, private, psychia.tric 
hospital. I und erst211d t hat I rre.y be inter-
viewed by a renortor f r o~ the Providence 
Bullcti~ conc er n i n g my experiences with the 
patient 2.nd ag ree to allow my na~e to be 










I will meet with the patient alone in a 
restaurant to talk about the patient's ex-
peri ences in the hospital. The patient is 
from a rather poor ~amily and is presently 
staying in a ~ublic, st a te-run psychiatric 
hospital. I un derstand that my name and 


















Volunteer Informatio n 
10 7 
BUTLER HOSPITAL 
Volunt ee r Service 
Ms. Pat Cole - 456-3776 
ffany student volunteers 
Course credit can be arranged 
Preliminary intervi ew with Pat Cole required 
Two days of orientation, supervis ion part of service 
Please call even if only want to investigate opportunities 
Volunteer Experiences 
Level 11 Research-Evaluation Programs 
-Volunteers do not work directly with patients 
- Ass ist in research an d in evaluation of 
hospital treatment programs 
Level 21 Task Oriented Activities in Patient Areas 
-Intervi ew patients (for research) 
-Tutor ado l escents in hospital-based school 
- Wor~ in nursing stations 
Level 31 On-going Work with Patients 
-Must commit - 3-6 month s 
WARWICK CO[{frfilNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
Volunteer Service 
Ms, Faria - 738-4300 ext . 493 
Out-pati en t services only 
Interview with Ms. Faria required 
Orientation, supervision part of volunteer service 
Please call eve n if only want to inv estigate opportunities 
Volunt ee r Experiences 
1) Day-Tr ea t men t Program 
-Socialization and educat ion programs 
-Volunte e rs assist in activities such as cr af ts, 
cooking and day trips 
2) Friend's Program -
-Frie nd/advocate for people returning from the 







1, Did you kno w or susp ect that this might be for research 
pur-poses rather than a "real" situation? 
YES NO 
If yes, what led you to beli eve/suspect? 
2. What pressure, if any , did you feel (both pro and con) 
in deciding whethe r to c ome or not? 
In other words , what kinds of thi ng s did you thi :r_l{ about 
while deciding whethe r or not to come? 
3. :tJhcm deciding wheth er to come or not , did you consider 
what other people might feel you should do? 
YES____ NO 
If yes, please check as many people as you considered: 
a, Friends h ere at the University 
b. Friends from home 
C • Parents 
d. Fa.cul ty from the University 
e. Others (Pl ea se specify) 
110 
4. Have you ever worked with or have you ever known anyone 
who has been hospitalized in a mental hospital? 
YES NO 
111 
5. Did participation in this study, an d especially the deception, 
make you feel angry or upset in any way? 
YES____ NO 
If yes, nlease explain further: 
If you at any time have any questions, you can contact 
JOAN WILKINS by leaving a note with the Psychology Department 
secretaries. 
TP'.ANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT. 
APPENDIX D 










Summary Table of Newman Keuls Tests: 












*.£ < .OS 
**.E. < .01 
APPENDIX E 
Cont ingency Table: 
Subjects Familiar or Not Fami liar with Psychiatric 
Hospitals Who Attended or Did Not Attend Activity 
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Contingency Table : 
Subjects Familiar or Not Fami liar with Psychiatric Hos pitals 
Who At tende d or Did Not Atten d Act ivit y 
Fam ili a r 




Did Not Attend 
16 
27 
x2 .517, .E.. > .05 
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